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in two cultures. However, because of a rapid blending into
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by others .
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Right Place, Right Time
* ** *
The William 5. Knudsen Story
by ROBERT V ANDERKLOOT

I
"You talk funny." The little boy stood awkwardly, the
peak of his cap pointed sideways, looking up at the tall, thin
young man seated on the top step of the main entrance to the
eight-story apartment building which covered the entire
block at 152nd Street and Eighth Avenue.
"Vhut didt I say dut vhuss funny?" asked the young man.
"There, see?" giggled the six-year old, pointing his
finger at him. "You said 'vhut' instead of 'what'."
"Dten yabe you andt your friendts tell me how I talk
right," suggested the young man in his lilting Danish accent,
at the same time offering a piece of rock candy in his outstretched hand. Gazing at the friendly blue eyes, the smiling
lips, the ruddy, square-cut face topped by a shock of light
brownish hair, the boy advanced up the stairs to sit alongside his newly found friend, soon to be joined by other small
companions, their curiosities piqued by this new and
unusual addition to the community. The young man, Signius
Wilhelm Poul Knudsen, a new arrival to New York from his
native Copenhagen, had uncovered a way of learning a
foreign tongue which, while not unique, was certainly a
remarkable find for someone who had never heard of it.
Children, he reasoned, use the basics of any language,
expressing themselves simply and directly. This would be a
much faster way of learning the English spoken by the
average man on the street. And so it turned out, for in the
-5-

W. 5. Knudsen - 1938

span of three months of residence in the building, spending
one or two hours of most evenings talking to the children, hE
became proficient enough to hold his own in speaking
English, both on and off the job, a proficiency he continued
to improve upon. This training was the source of the strong,
straight-forward prose of his writing and speaking in late1
years.
He had arrived in New York City a few weeks earlier i
this year of 1900 with two basic assets - nineteen dollars in
his pockets, and a strong desire to find out all he could about
this great new world he was already feeling a part of. Den-6-

mark, as he wrote to his mother in Copenhagen, was always
first in his heart, but there was so much going on in America.
And everyone was in such a hurry! The first words he heard
in the New World, while standing at the top of the gangplank gaping at the strange scene unfolding before his awestruck eyes, were "Hurry up!" It was a rude awakening from
the several stormy but monotonous weeks he had shared
with almost 500 other passengers on the little 6,000-ton
"Norge" on the voyage from Denmark. Nevertheless, he had
his clue, and as he said in later years, he had to stary hurrying just to keep up with the parade.
Signius Wilhelm Poul had been born in Copenhagen on
March 25, 1879. His father, Knud Peter Knudsen, was a
customs broker, but had previously been a cooper, which,
along with sailing, had been a family occupation as far back
as 1660. His mother, Augusta Zollner Knudsen, came from a
family whose members had been carriage makers and
artisans since 1550. Married previously Knud Peter had
sired four sons and a daughter. 1 Widowed, he married
Augusta Zollner, the carriage maker's daughter, and
fathered Signius, the oldest of the second family, and six
more girls. 2
In most societies of the world it is traditional for
children to start school at the age of six. Denmark and
Signius fitted right into this pattern, but he also had the
additional task of going to work, so at this young age he
already found himself in two pursuits, learning and working,
that he would continue the rest of his life. Mornings he went
to the public school, then at 1:30 in the afternoon, at the rate
of two kroner per week, he pushed a glazier's cart, full of
glass, from the glazier's shop to the various building sites.
Andersen, his employer, was a tough boss, often keeping his
crew and the boy, too, until long after five on the work of
tearing down Copenhagen's ancient fortifications on the
city's outskirts to make way for the new construction he was
working on, which would eventually replace them. Signius
never complained.
This job and others like it did not interfere with his
ability to absorb knowledge. With seven years in the public
-7-

school system, and two additional years in a government
training school, he had completed what today would be the
equivalent of high school and beginning college. At the top
of his class in history, literature, and particularly mathematics, he chose German as his language, but also made
additional informal studies of English and French. On
finishing high school he was recommended for a prize, and
was presented with a silver watch. Next came the two years
in the technical training school, where he learned to work
and make things with his hands. He graduated with honors.
So there he was, fifteen years old, schooling completed,
ready to take on a full time job. What would it be? His first
choice was to follow the old family tradition and go to sea,
but Knud Peter, the father, having already lost two sons to
the sea, 3 put his foot down, hard. There was much
wrangling, but in the end, Signius, as he knew he would all
along, had to give in. Chastened, he decided he would find a
job of his own choosing, and as a result he was apprenticed,
on contract from his father, to Fritz Hennigsen, wholesaler in
toys, crockware, and hardware. The hours, he was told by
Jacobsen, the foreman, were eight to five-thirty six days a
week, the pay two kroner per week the first year, with
increases each year up to eight kroner weekly the fourth
year. It was a humble start for the gangly boy, who in later
years was to become one of the most highly paid executives
of his time.
Music, which entered the picture during this period,
would eventually be an enjoyable part of his life. Augusta,
who always wanted him to become a musician, had made
sure that he started violin lessons at age seven. While he
never really took to it, he did learn to play well enough to be
able to perform in later years for family and friends. His
apprenticeship with Hennigsen was just getting under way
when she bought a piano and tried to persuade him to take
lessons, but he said he just didn't have the time. He did
promise that he would learn to play it, but Augusta didn't
think he ever would. Signius, however, had a plan in mind
which he soon put into operation. During his 30-minute
lunch period he would rush up the street while munching a
-8-

sandwich, listen to the band play for the changing of the
guard at the King's palace, and then dash back down the
street, arriving in time to start the afternoon's work. In the
evening he sat at his mother's new piano picking out the
tunes he had heard, and it wasn't long before he had taught
himself the rudiments of harmony, eventually becoming the
source of music and entertainment at parties and family
gatherings.
As the apprenticeship drew to a close his brother told
him about Christian Achen, who needed help with his
imports of new lines of tubing and bicycle parts from
Germany and England. The job, paying 100 kroner per
month, turned out to be a fortuitous step in the extended
chain of events leading eventually to outstanding success, for
it didn't take long to discover that this skinny lanky man was
the logical one to put in charge of Achen' s new warehouse in
the free harbor of Copenhagen, a move which provided him
the opportunity of embarking on a career of making things.
One noteworthy achievement was his collaboration with one
of his employer's salesmen in the building of a tandem
bicycle, the kind used at the time by professionals in the
pacing of bicycle racing events. Gaining experience from a
number of such experiences, another important development
stemming from the warehouse job was his introduction to
the new machine tools being imported to Denmark from the
United States. The more he saw of this innovative machinery
the more he had the urge to visit the land where it was manufactured, so again there was a family conference, permission
granted, and soon he was saying goodbye to family, friends,
the members of his soccer club with whom he had spent so
many enjoyable hours of competition and play, and the
fraternity of pacemakers, with whom he had participated in
numerous road races in Denmark, Sweden and Northern
Germany. Ever after, when he made his semi-annual visit to
Denmark, there was a reunion and a party with the old
friends from the soccer team.

II
After he left the gangplank of the "Norge" on that cold
February day in 1900 his first move was to lug his heavy grip
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across the Battery to a Lutheran Mission on South Street,
where he presented the card of introduction he had received
on the ship. He paid the one dollar for a week's lodging, and
set about to see the town, soon making the great discovery
that a nickel for a glass of beer also entitled him to eat as
much as he wanted of the free lunch that was laid out by
saloon keepers. For ten days he tramped around looking for
jobs - nobody was looking for bicycle repair men or
mechanics - when he finally spotted a help-wanted ad for
an apartment house janitor. He applied to Mr. Harry
Hansen, a Norwegian, who was superintendent of the eightstory apartment house at Eighth A venue and 152nd, and got
the job. The pay was fifteen dollars a month plus room and
board.
During the next several days, Hansen, who worked
days as a carpenter, had a chance to size up his new janitor,
and one night when they were having a glass of beer
together, said that he thought Wilhelm was wasting his time
in this kind of a job, and Wilhelm agreed. Hansen recommended that he check the Seabury shipyards, where he had
heard new men were being put on, so early next morning
found him on the train to Morris Heights, where he joined a
group of job seekers at the gate. Standing out in the crowd
because of his height, the employment manager noticed him
and called him over to ask if he had ever worked in a
shipyard.
"No, sir," answered Knudsen, "but I'm used to working
with tools."
"Good," he replied. "Report to Jack Sullivan. Right over
there."
He reported to Sullivan, then to the timekeeper, who
asked him his name. "Signius Wilhelm Poul Knudsen," he
replied.
"Too long, snapped the man. "We haven't got time for
all that. From now on your first name is 'William,' and you'll
be called 'Bill'." Thus evolved his American name, William
S. (Signius) Knudsen.
So, the next time he wrote to his mother he informed her
that he now had a job reaming holes in a ship-plate for
-10-

torpedo boats at a rate of seventeen and one-half cents an
hour, ten hours a day, five and a half days a week. What he
did not tell her was that he had acquired a black eye and a
bloody nose, the result of an argument at work. 4 He talked
to Hansen about it, who introduced him to a boxing
instructor, and it wasn't long before the men at the shipyard
learned not to pick on "the big Swede" if they wanted to
remain healthy. He soon became adept enough at the manly
art to be in demand at amateur boxing events which took
place frequently around the city.
It was autumn, and with the shipyards closing for the
season, Knudsen found a job repairing boilers in the Erie
railroad shop at Salamanca in the western part of New York
State. It was steady work, which he enjoyed, and here he
learned an important production lesson. He was helper to a
veteran boilermaker who, although he never seemed to
hurry, always got his work done ahead of the others.
When asked about it, the veteran, named Murphy, said,
"I always work it out on paper first, then I have to think
about it , and in that way I don't make mistakes or waste
time ." But with the discovery that Murphy, whom he greatly
admired for his skills, had been thirty years on that job at the
same pay he was drawing, Knudsen concluded that there
was very little future in boiler repair work.
Without realizing it, he was becoming an American,
but in addition, also without realizing it, he was becoming a
tough, hard-nosed boss, and in time the fights became less
frequent as everyone found out he could take care of himself.
When he got a thirty-day leave in the spring of 1902 he went
back for a visit to Denmark, all dressed up in his new blue
suit and white shirt. The family marveled at the $100 a
month pay he was making, and commented on his newly
acquired American accent. There was, of course, a riotous
reunion with the soccer club.
Back in Salamanca again, he continued on the boilermaking job, still uneasy about the fact that Murphy had
been there all those years yet didn 't make any more money
than he did. It was a stroke of luck, then, that he received a
letter at this time from his brother, Semon, who had become
-11-

a partner in Christian Achen' s importing firm in Copenhagen.
They had approached John R. Keirns Mills, Inc., a Buffalo
manufacturer of bicycles, to become their representatives for
bicycle sales in Denmark. The letter asked if he would act as
interpreter when their head salesman, named Tursleff, made
the call on the Keirns plant.
Several months later the two men found themselves in
the office of William H. Smith, the Keirn plant superintendent, who quickly sized Knudsen up as a young man with a
promising future and offered him a job. The pay was less
than half what he was making at the Salamanca boiler plant,
but Knudsen, again thinking of Murphy working there at the
same wage of thirty years with eight kids to support,
accepted the offer, and so began the next important phase in
the development of his career.
At the Keirn plant, which employed in the neighborhood of 600 men, he began to display a number of previously
unrevealed talents talents which showed budding
executive ability. Among these were a streak of inventive
genius, ability to manage people, and an ability not only to
learn new things quickly, but also to apply them in meaningful ways to solve production problems. Success, too, was
starting to make him a bit cocky. He was chagrined one day
to learn from a pharmacist friend that he was the most hated
man in the plant, so he immediately set out to do something
about it. Many years later he revealed that his approach to
the problem was to make a study of the most successful
people he could find out about, to try to discover their
secret. What he discovered was that all of them had made
lots of friends, who helped them on the road to success, so he
decided to change the rough mannerisms he had developed,
and try to make as many friends as he could. He softened his
manner of speaking, a noticeable characteristic throughout
the remainder of his life. He went out of his way to help
people, making as many friends along the way as possible.
"The rest," he used to explain with characteristic logic, "was
simple arithmetic."
Many stories should be told about his achievements at
the Keirn Plant. He was made superintendent of the Pedal
Department not long after his arrival in 1902, and a little
-12-

later became general assistant to William H. Smith. At the
age of twenty-nine he became general superintendent of the
plant, which, owing considerably to his innovations, now
employed more than 1500 people. It is interesting to
speculate what might have happened to Knudsen's career
had he not met Smith. Without a doubt he would have done
very well in fulfilling his strong ambitions, but it was Smith
who gave him direction, piling on responsibility after
responsibility until he finally became the plant's general
manager. There was a closeness between them, and he
always looked upon Smith as his mentor, the person who
had given him his real start. Smith was able to surf ace the
genius that Knudsen hid within himself, that native ability
to create and make things. Through it all Knudsen still
followed his now well-established practice of carrying on
conversations with children to improve his English-speaking
ability, and to the day of his death he never got over his love
for children. This was also the period when his well-known
response was developed for answering the telephone: "This
is Knudsen," which became almost a trademark and
copyright for his entire career.

III
In 1904, two years after Knudsen arrived in Buffalo,
Jens Rasmussen, another Dane from Copenhagen, came in to
see Knudsen about a job. An expert tool maker, he fitted
perfectly into the scheme of things at the Keim Plant, so was
hired right away. Knudsen found a room for him at his
boarding house, and over a period of several years they
became close friends. One Saturday afternoon in 1909 Rasmussen came to Knudsen and suggested that since it was
such a fine day they should take the day off and go to Luna
Park for the afternoon. Knudsen thought it was a good idea,
whereupon Jens explained that he was taking his girl, and
had asked her to bring her sister for him to act as escort.
"Just a minute, Jens," he protested, but Jens told him
everything was all set and that he had to go.
So he was introduced that afternoon to the two
German-American girls, first to Martha Euler, Rasmussen's
date, then to her sister, Clara Elizabeth Euler, with whom he
-13-

was immediately smitten. That day he made up his mind that
this was the girl he was going to marry, but it took two years
of convincing to get her to agree. Finally, on November 1,
1911, they were married. They took a street car to the
wedding in the suburb of LaSalle, then a honeymoon trip on
the same car line back to Buffalo.
In 1906 The Keim Company had a chance to bid on
some parts for the Ford Motor Company of Detroit, which
was just beginning to show faint signs of a brilliant future.
Smith and Knudsen took a trip to Detroit, and due to some
ingenious production innovations devised by Knudsen,
Keim was awarded a contract worth more than $75,000, the
largest order in the company's history. Knudsen had solved a
production bottleneck Ford had been trying to overcome for
a long time, and for Keim this was the beginning of a great
influx of business, and a closer and closer relationship with
Ford, leading six years later to purchase of the company by
Ford.
Thus it was that when he returned three days after the
wedding, the plant was working three shifts, including
weekends, to keep up with the orders, a far cry, indeed, from
the virtually bankrupt situation just three years earlier. Sales
of Ford's "car for everyone" were far ahead of all expectations, leading to the necessity of purchasing 32 acres in Highland Park, Michigan for construction of a plant more than
twenty times larger than the old one on Piquette A venue in
Detroit. Even before Ford 's purchase of the Keim plant in
1911 Knudsen had become a highly important man to Ford ,
solving numerous production problems by his unique and
practical approach. The Keim purchase, a matter of fact ,
was made largely to lock him into the Ford organization.
On one of the Detroit trips Mr. Ford asked Smith and
Knudsen if they thought they could assemble Ford cars in
Buffalo. Knudsen thought they could but he wanted first to
see for himself how cars were assembled, which was quickly
arranged. After the inspection he told Mr. Ford they would
be able to do it, whereupon a contract was drawn up which
would make Keim the first plant outside of Detroit to manufacture Ford cars. When he got back to Buffalo he drove his
-14-

Ford into the plant, got a group of mechanics together and
told them to take the car apart and put the parts in four
separate bins. When this was accomplished he told them to
put the car together again as he watched. There were lots of
mistakes, but when quitting time arrived they had a very
good idea about the construction of an automobile. Then, to
quote the expression he used many times in his life, he got
"all the noses pointing in the same direction." 5 He
incorporated numerous improvements into the assembly
process, and it wasn't long before the new cars were being
produced in quantities exceeding the schedules that had been
set up.
By 1913 Ford decided he had to have this budding
thirty-three year old production genius at headquarters, so
he persuaded him to go to Detroit temporarily, briefly
leaving Clara and the two small children in Buffalo. What he
had in mind, he said, was to assemble cars on a production
line, and there would have to be a number of assembly
plants.
But the real excitement came when he said, "William, I
want you to go to each of these plants after they are built and
lay out the manufacturing procedures."
Toward the end of the year he selected and moved more
than sixty Keim executives and their families to Detroit, and
the new job was under way. He was told there would be
fourteen assembly plants around the country; also that they
were to be fashioned to permit the building of cars in the
same efficient manner he had devised for the Keim plant.
Mr. Ford knew a good thing when he saw it. The following
year, with this task well under way, he was placed in charge
of all assembly operations, at length becoming production
manager of the Ford Motor Company in 1917.
Clara and the two children 6 were moved to Detroit in
the summer of 1914 to a house on Medbury Avenue, but he
wouldn't be satisfied until he had a place he could call his
own. In Los Angeles and San Francisco, setting up assembly
plants, he had become intrigued with the so-called California
bungalow, a house with wide, low-pitched roof lines,
extensive porches, and a big front window. After acquiring
-15-
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several designs of these houses, he and Clara selected one
they thought would fit their needs, and construction got
under way on a lot on Moss A venue in Highland Park, a
mile or so from the Ford Highland Park plant. He had saved
enough money to get started, and arranged for a mortgage at
the Manufacturers Bank, located on Woodward Avenue
adjacent to Ford headquarters, which was the banking
institution favored by Mr. Ford and most of his employees.
A clause in the mortgage stated that the remaining money
would be available as soon as the plastering was completed,
but due to unforseen delays that operation was behind
schedule, which left him sweating trying to figure out how to
get around this obstacle.
The day after he got the news about the plaster he
received a message that Mr. James Couzens, the Ford
Treasurer, wanted to see him. Now what? Such a message
almost always meant trouble for its recipient, and he already
had his hands full with the plaster problem. So it was with
some misgivings that he presented himself at the office of
Mr. Couzens, who, much to his surprise, greeted him
cordially, complimenting him on the job he had been doing.
Couzens informed him that his pay was being raised from six
hundred dollars a month to a thousand, handed him an
envelope, and told him to keep up the good work. On his
way down the hall he opened the envelope, and stopped
short in disbelief. There was a check for five thousand
dollars.
He paused briefly at his office, told the secretary he'd be
back in an hour, made swift strides over to the bank, where
he paid off the mortgage, resolving then and there never
again to owe money to anyone, a resolve that was kept. 7
In 1915 Mr. Ford bought a huge piece of land just over
the southwest border of Detroit where the Rouge empties
into the Detroit River. His idea was to build a large complex
to manufacture motor vehicles in their entirety, from
production of raw materials to finished car. He explained the
idea to Knudsen, and asked what he thought of it.
It was obvious that he was opposed to it. "Too many
people and things in one place," he said. "Mr. Ford, if every-17-

one flushed the toilet at the same time the Rouge River would
overflow its banks." Mr. Ford smiled, but his mind was
already made up, and it wasn't too long before the Rouge
plant began to take shape under Knudsen's supervision. His
job was to plan and build the various plants and buildings
which would soon house all but a few of Ford's Detroit
operations. With America's entry into World War I he also
was assigned the task of manufacturing Eagle Boats for the
Navy, as well as tractors and other implements for the war
effort.
Knudsen had just about completed the movement of
equipment and personnel from Highland Park to Rouge by
the end of 1920. He used a construction system devised by
himself and the famous architect, Albert Kahn, to first lay
out the machinery and equipment for its most efficient use,
and then design the building around it. This device and the
innovative production methods had improved the efficiency
of Ford manufacturing to such an extent that the company
gradually pulled out of the tight money pinch it had found
itself in during the recession following the war.
He should have felt happier and more secure than at any
time in his life, but he wasn't, and he confided in his old
friend, William H. Smith, that he was going to quit his job.
"A lot of my orders have been countermanded the last
several months," he told him, "and I couldn't figure out what
was going on. I finally found out that it was Mr. Ford, but
when I talked to him about it he would just smile and walk
away. The way I look at it, if he hasn't got confidence in me,
then I shouldn't be here."
Smith, Henry and Edsel Ford, and others tried to talk
him out of it but he wouldn't be dissuaded, so he left the
company on the first of April, 1921. His salary at the time
was $50,000 per year plus 15% bonus. To paraphrase Ford's
remarks many years later, when asked why he had let his
star performer get away: "Knudsen was too big a man for the
organization. There wasn't room for both him and me in the
company. "
He went with Ireland and Matthews Manufacturing
Company, a Detroit Parts supply manufacturing concern
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working primarily in brass, where he became general
manager. During his short stay at this company he designed
a new type of muffler as well as the manufacturing tools to
produce it, and sold it to Chevrolet Motor. Chevrolet
Purchasing, while not hostile, and perhaps due to his Ford
background, gave him a less than cordial reception, but
finally accepted the product. Unknown to them he had
already accepted a job with General Motors, and the next
day, February 23, 1922, found him as corporate staff
member in the General Motors Building, the building that
was to be his working home for many years to come. A mere
three weeks went by when he was selected by Mr. Pierre S.
Dupont, President of General Motors, to become Vice President in charge of Operations for Chevrolet, and in 1923 he
became President and General Manager. Under his direction
the Division eventually attained the highest production
record attained by an automobile company up to that time.
His first speech was a short one. At a Chevrolet sales
meeting in Chicago Mr. Richard H. Grant, whom he had
selected as sales manager, asked him to get up and talk. He
was scared when he went to the rostrum to face all those
people, and he finally blurted out the famous words that
have been quoted many times: "I vant vun for vun!" Which
meant, of course, that he wanted Chevrolet to match Ford's
sales. His audience stood up and cheered. The success of
Chevrolet became so outstanding that Ford was forced to
discontinue the Model T car, finally introducing the Model
A in 1928, but the new four cylinder Ford product still fell
considerably short of matching Chevrolet's new six cylinder
car designed by Knudsen.
Knudsen's
outstanding
achievements
continued
unabated, while his fame spread. In 1933 he was made
Executive Vice President of General Motors, and 1937 was
named President. There was a great deal of labor strife
during this period. A new labor union, the CIO, had
organized a new technique called the sit-down strike, which
gave him many sleepless nights as he tried to resolve the
thorny problems that constantly arose. At 5 a.m. on April
6, 1937 there was a ring on the special telephone which had
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been installed at his bedside for use during the emergency. A
voice, said, "A new labor problem arose during the night but
we solved it without your help. You are now the grandfather
of a seven-and-a-half pound baby boy, and his name is
'Bill'." The voice was that of his son-in-law, married to his
oldest daughter, Clara (Tuttie). The reply was characteristic.
"The Lord be praised," he said. "We're going to open some
champagne and have a party. Call your father and tell him
to come."
And have a party they did, at six o'clock in the
morning, lasting all day and into the night. It didn't matter.
He was always ready for a party at any time, no matter what
the situation. He was one of the great party givers of all time.
Summers were spent at Grosse Ile, an island in the
Detroit River located twenty-five miles southwest of Detroit.
He bought the original ten acres in 1918, gradually
expanding it to a total of 60 acres. The property's original
homestead was expanded, in time, to a comfortable sixbedroom house, while outdoors the grounds were turned
into a lovely area of gardens and lawns, with a swimming
pool in a setting of rock gardens, surrounded by trees. The
gathering place was the dining room table, where poker
games frequently took place. Clara and Bill were both
excellent poker players, and with the children and their
boyfriends or girlfriends, as the case might be, observing, it
usually got to the point where Marna and Papa were the only
ones left in the pot.
Then the bickering would start. "What've you got?" he
would say. "Nertz to you," she'd reply. "Put your money in
the pot." Then they would bicker back and forth some more
until finally, as was usually the case, she would out-bluff
him and sweep in the pot triumphantly with exaggerated use
of both arms, while he would loudly protest, "Marna, you
cheated me."
Sunday dinners at the big table were joyful affairs. The
three daughters and Mama, with Valborg the Danish house
girl, all waited on the table, with boyfriends and other guests
looking on. A certain amount of Danish formality entered
into the picture with skoals and speeches. On one occasion,
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when it was announced that Dottie (Elna), the second oldest
of the daughters, was engaged to John Stevenson, Bill
Knudsen stood up for the standard speech and said, looking
meaningfully at the prospective bride and groom, 'I want
you to know that I've had the family tree looked up, and in
three hundred years there hasn't been a divorce in the
Knudsen family."
Skippy Grow, one of the young guests at the table,
using a loud stage whisper, said, "I wonder who the s.o.b.
was who broke the record three hundred years ago?"
Whereupon, with everyone breaking into loud laughter, Big
Bill said, facetiously, "There you go - no respect for your
elders!"
Anyone who did not live through that period will have
difficulty comprehending the great renown Knudsen had
acquired. From 1933, when he became Executive Vice President, through the end of World War II there was hardly a
day, certainly not a week, when he wasn't front page news.
Such headlines as "KNUDSEN FORESEES GREATER
PRODUCTION"
or "KNUDSEN PREDICTS AUTO
BOOM" were commonplace. Wherever he went he was a
target for interviews by reporters. Having become a skillful
speaker he frequently addressed large gatherings, captivating
all with his adroit, charming blend of dignity, humor, and
common sense. Parties were given in his honor; he received
awards and honorary degrees. In short, this man who had
come to the United States a stranger, a raw, unfinished
product, had become a sophisticated, important leader in his
adopted country and certainly one of the most sought after.
Through it all he maintained a humble outlook. Frequently he would say that most of his success was dumb
luck, that he had happened to be in the right places at the
right times through most of his life. But as anyone knows
who has followed his career, it most certainly was not
"dumb luck." When he walked into a room in hotel, club,
airport, railroad station, or into someone's house, there was
electricity in the air. People would turn around to look, walk
over to talk to him, exchange greetings, and, graciously, he
would return their salutations and always find some topic to
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discuss that would serve to put the other at ease.
He was not above playing practical jokes at times. In
1926, when buying his house on Balmoral Drive in Detroit's
Palmer Woods, the real estate agent set a date for the
closing, and told him the amount in thousands of dollars that
would be needed. It was essential that it be legal tender or
certified check. Knudsen showed up with the exact amount
in thousand dollars bills, an unusually large sum, nearly
causing the agent to fa int on the spot.
The musical career his mother had hoped for showed up
in the family evenings, when he loved to accompany others
on various instruments. He became quite adept on the
xylophone, which, in the end, turned out to be his best
musical instrument, although he did well, too, on piano,
organ, violin, and mandolin. 8
He had come a long way, but it was on merit, not luck.
And he revered the United States, the land of opportunity
that had given him and everyone else the same chance to get
ahead.
V
When World War II entered the picture there was no
question as to what he was going to do. In May of 1940
President Roosevelt, in a special radio message, alerted the
nation to the fact that the United States was woefully
unprepared to defend itself in the event of war. Europe was
already engulfed in World War II. In a few days Knudsen
received a personal telephone call at his home from the President asking him to leave his job and go to Washington to
direct the defense effort as head of the newly created Office
of Production Management. One of his great maxims was
that it is a good idea to get a consensus of opinion when
important matters are decided, so he immediately called a
family conference which included his son, Semon (Bunkie),
the three daughters and spouses, and several other old
friends whose opinions he trusted.
At the meeting, which took place at his home in Palmer
Woods, it was apparent that the purpose was not to ask
opinions, because his mind was already made up. The
consensus was not to accept the president's request, but he
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felt that if his country needed him it was his duty to comply.
The General Motors hierarchy was also against the move,
but he continued to insist that he owed it to his adopted
country. The next day he wired his acceptance to the
President, took a leave of absence without pay from General
Motors, and henceforth through the end of World War II
worked entirely for his adopted country at a total pay of one
dollar per year. It was the least he could do, he said, in
return for the oppportunities the country had given him
since his arrival forty-one years earlier.
He thought he knew what to expect when he arrived in

1941 - Demonstrating he could still do it.
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Washington, but he was quite unprepared for the highly
charged political atmosphere that confronted him. Looking
back after the span of almost fifty years it is still difficult to
understand how he was able to accomplish so much under
such circumstance. He wisely surrounded himself with a
group of men willing to give up their normal occupations,
unselfish patriots who were top industrialists and administrators, whom he managed to convince to go to work at the
princely sum of one dollar per year. He set up a program of
materials priorities, arranged for gradual lessening of
automotive production, and started to feed arms production
to both automotive and other plants.
Mass production was the answer to the inflated war
material requirements, but this required tooling, and tooling
takes time, something the Army, Navy, and other government officials did not understand. There was much criticism
and many people to contend with. Nevertheless, by the time
the Pearl Harbor attack brought the United States abruptly
into the war eighteen months later, American management
and American labor had matched and gone beyond what the
Germans under Hitler had taken five years to do.
Still, the political backbiting was an enigma for
Knudsen, a patriot who just wanted to do the best that could
be done to get a successful production program under way.
Early in January of 1942 he was seated one evening in the
library of the Washington home he had rented. With him
was Mr. Earl F. Johnson (always addressed as "E.F."), a
brilliant engineer who had retired at a very young age from
General Motors, whom Knudsen had called out of retirement to become one of his key men in Washington. Pearl
Harbor had been attacked by the Japanese a month earlier ,
so they were listening to the latest radio war news when they
both sat bolt upright at an announcement that Mr. William
S. Knudsen, head of the Office of Production Management,
had been replaced. Then the news continued with other
items. The two men stared at each other speechless, not
believing what they had just heard. After some moments of
silence Knudsen made some phone calls and got
confirmation that it was, indeed, true. President Roosevelt
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had succumbed to political pressure from liberal politicians
and pro-labor legislators, and had decided, even at possible
sacrifice of essential production, to eliminate the man who
had put it all in place. The politicians were jealous that a
private industrialist had been given that kind of power.
After a period of about ten days of turmoil there was
another startling announcement. William S. Knudsen had
been commissioned a Lieutenant General, United States
Army, Supervising Production. In this capacity it was felt
that politics would not be involved, and as it turned out, it
was a sensible solution to the problem. Roosevelt had
again succumbed to pressure, this time from military leaders
who insisted that something be done to keep production
going. Knudsen was the logical answer.
In uniform, he worked tirelessly through the war years
solving problem after problem, making numerous trips back
and forth to various plants. It was a continuation and
extension of the dealer and plant visits he had made while
with Ford and General Motors. He finally even went overseas to the South Pacific war area to check on actual
operation of the weapons he had caused to be produced. All
of this was highly secret, of course, and he never discussed it.
When one of his daughters asked why he had to go those
thousands of miles to Australia, and endure those sleepless
nights for weeks on end, he replied, "I had to see that the
Navy boys had enough beer."
Using his old streak of inventive genius, and his natural
ability to solve production problems, he created countless
innovations to develop America's war muscle through those
taxing years. Evidence is ample that World War II would
have lasted far longer had it not been for this great man's
inspirational ability at organization and getting to the heart
of problems as they arose.

VI
The war over, Knudsen resigned his comm1ss1on on
June 1, 1945. A modest appraisal of his accomplishments
reveals that his contributions to the war effort were massive.
The comparison of production figures for the years 1941 and
1945 gives the picture, a picture almost beyond belief, so
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great were the quantities of arms and material being
produced month after month.
When he returned to Detroit the entire city turned out to
honor him. There was a huge parade, dinners, speeches, and
a mammoth reception at the Masonic Tempie Auditorium,
where over five thousand people saw a stage presentation
depicting his life story. There were speeches by the Mayor of
the City of Detroit and the Governor of the State of
Michigan. Senators, Congressmen, and other celebrities also
spoke. Seated beside him in a special box were Robert B.
Patterson, Undersecretary of War, and George C. Marshall,
General of the Army. At the end, after receiving a golden
key to the city and giving humble thanks for the tribute that
had been paid him, he said simply, 'Good night, my friends.
May God bless you all."
And there was a ten minute standing ovation, and
continuing cheers from those five thousand throats. The city
had never seen anything like it, nor has it since.
He wanted to go back to General Motors, which,
because of his outstanding accomplishments there, was his
great pride and joy, but it was not to be. His idea was to
institute a GM department somewhat analogous to that of
the Inspector General of the armed services. He thought that
he could initiate such a department, and that it would be of
great service to the corporation. From his suite in the
Waldorf Astoria he left at 8 a.m. one morning in high spirits
to discuss this concept with Chairman of the Board, Alfred
P. Sloan. By 9: 15 a.m. he was back in the suite, a dispirited
man. Mr. Sloan had told him that the rules of the
corporation were that sixty-five was the compulsory
retirement age. Therefore, they could not consider his
suggestion.
"They don't vant me," he said. "They don't vant me."
They did, however, make him a member of the Board
of Directors, and although he did not have too many more
years to live he kept busy on various projects, did a
considerable amount of consulting for corporations, and
spent much time with his family and grandchildren, now
numbering twelve.
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The war years had taken a considerable toll of
everyone. Some found it on the battlefield; others, Knudsen
among them, found it in the countless hours they had had to
put in and the heavy decisions they were compelled to make.
It was not surprising, then, that a stroke dealt him a heavy
blow in the latter part of 1947, one from which he never fully
recovered. In the ensuing months, as he faded further, his
son and sons-in-law spelled each other staying nights to
assist the round-the-clock nurses taking care of him. All the
members of the family were present when he finally passed
away in his home at 1501 Balmoral Drive in Detroit,
Michigan at 4:55 p.m. on April 27, 1948.
His honors were numerous. They included the thirtythird degree in Masonry, and the Distinguished Service
Medal with Oak Leak Cluster from the United States of
America. He had received numerous honorary degrees. But
the award which gave him the greatest pride was the Grand
Cross of Dannebrog which the King of Denmark had pinned
on his uniform when he visited Copenhagen in July, 1945.
There can be no finer tribute to this great man than the
simple inscription on the plaque affixed to the place of his
birth 9 in Copenhagen:
William S. Knudsen
March 25, 1879
He was to Denmark
a good son and to
America a good citizen

FOOTNOTES
1 The four children, half-brothers and sisters to Signius, were Semon
Emil , Dagmar, George , and Ove Axel.
2 Augusta 's six children were Signius Wilhelm Poul, Obeline, Louise,
Martha , Anna, and Elna. Louise, married to Henry John Petersen,
who died at a young age , lived in Ann Arbor, Michigan for many
years , where her three children all graduated from the University of
Michigan. Family and friends called her "Vissa." Most of these are
family names in use for many generations , and most continue in the
present generation.
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3 Dagmar married a captain in the merchant marine. George, a carpenter, unhappy about strikes staged by the strengthening Social
Democratic Party, sailed as ship's carpenter on full-rigged ships out of
Hamburg to the Caribbean, died of malaria at twenty-six, and was
buried at sea off Mobile, Alabama. Ove Axel joined the Danish Coast
Guard, later shipping out on long voyages to South America and Asia.
He was lost at sea when his vessel disappeared en route to Argentina.
Over the years, after William S. Knudsen became famous, he received
a number of letters and telephone calls from persons claiming to be one
of the lost brothers. On investigation, the claims always proved false.
A standard family joke was about the long-lost brother who claimed
to be the one who was "lost at sea and never was found."
4 He also received a cut upper lip, leaving a scar which is supposed to be

the reason he raised a mustache to hide it.
5 He was noted for these kinds of expressions, which are found in
abundance in his speeches and writings. In one of his last public appearances, which is on a record, he said, "When we get all the noses
pointed in the same direction, then we start to make progress. "
6 As they were born, Knudsen gave each of the four children a nickname. Semon Emil became "Bunkie," as on shipboard when one has a
"bunkmate;" Clara Augusta became "Tuttie," a Danish tradition when
mother and daughter have the same name; Elna Louise became
"Dottie," probably just because she looked like a "Dottie" (people still
call her "Dorothy" at times); Martha Ellen became "Girlie," simply because she was a little girl (family members still address her by that
name, although she has long since become "Martha" to everyone else).
7 The young teller at the bank who handled their account was William
A. Mayberry, who later became Chairman of the Board of Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit.
8 The author accompanied him many times on piano , accordion , organ ,
banjo, guitar, and mandolin, both before and after marrying his oldest
daughter, Clara Augusta (Tuttie). They were some of the pleasantest
evenings in my memory. As a student in Ann Arbor I would come
home weekends. Semon (Bunkie) was away at M.I.T. in Boston, so
Mr. Knudsen, with Mrs Knudsen and the three daughters, was the
only male in the house. He would answer the doorbell, standing looking at me with his hands on hips , and say, "Thank God. Somebody
with pants on the outside. Come on in and have a drink! " Then the
musical evening would begin, mostly with just the two of us, although
Dottie and Girlie could usually be found peeking around the corners
for a look at older sister's boyfriend.
9 Voldmestergade, No. 26 , Copenhagen , Denmark.
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Sketches of My Life
by KARL LARSEN

INTRODUCTION
There will be a Christmas greeting card on the drawing
board in Danish-born artist Karl Larsen's Detroit studio this
fall, just as there has been every year since 1932 when he
began the tradition. But today , at age 97, his Christmas list
has grown to between 400 and 500 names and it takes longer
to address and stamp all the specially designed cards than it
does to make the original.
Karl starts on the card each year "when the idea strikes
him." The cards highlight a major event, feeling or occasion
in his life during the past year. Two years ago , when he
turned 95, there was almost too much to tell - a big banquet
at the Danish Brotherhood Hall in Detroit, a trip to
Denmark with parties and ceremonies in his home town of
Skaelsk0r.
Karl has always loved his home town, the little fishing
village west of Copenhagen. His father was a fisherman and
his mother was a farmer's daughter. They raised Karl and a
brother and two sisters , and Karl is the only one to have
emigrated to America. He has returned on many visits, but
since 1910 has spent most of his life in the United States,
where he is a citizen.
To honor his home town , Karl commissioned a
handsome bronze sculpture fountain called "The Ugly
Duckling " to be placed in the town center. The fountain is
designed by Karl's good friend and fellow artist, sculptor
Marshall Fredericks , who is also the Danish honorary consul
in Detroit. The foundation and landscaping were provided
-29-
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by the city, and Karl and Marshall were on hand in the
summer of 1984 for the dedication and all the speeches and
singing and food and drinks. The Mayor presented Karl with
the key to the city. Karl's scrapbook bulges with photos and
mementos of that special trip , and his eyes gleam as he retells
the experiences.
Karl is not only a sketch artist and painter but an
animated storyteller. He retired about 25 years ago from his
work as a commercial artist in Detroit, where he worked as a
freelance for several advertising agencies. He still paints
regularly, watercolors in the fall and winter and oils in the
spring and summer. His basement and studio are crammed
with his works, and they are stashed or displayed in other
rooms of his house, along with his collection of old art ,
porcelain and books. Karl regularly goes into the city to
sketch the models at the Detroit artists' Scarab Club , where
he is the oldest member.
He and his wife raised two children, and although his
wife died in 1967 and the daughters have married and live in
Florida, Karl has kept his home and takes care of it and
himself. People ask him the secret of his long life , and he
jokes that he "stayed away from wine and women." When
pressed he will add , "Not all the time. " Actually he exercises
daily , 45 minutes in the morning and 15 at night , smokes at
least three cigars a day and enjoys good food and drink as
much as the next man. People regularly mistake him for
someone 20 years younger.
Karl has been interviewed often and has written about
some of his experiences. Here , in his own words , are some of
his favorite experiences. They are some of the stories you
might be fortunate enough to hear if you come to visit his
studio someday, or caught him at a club dinner or some
other festive event. - by Marion Marzolf

Sketches of My Life
I was christened Karl Christian Larsen and was born on
May 9, 1889 in a charming little town, Skaelsk0r, on the
west side of Zealand in Denmark. My father was one of the
local fishermen - most of them quite poor. The city dates
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back to the 12th century and was rich in old buildings, some
dating back over 300 years. The church, still standing as
strong as the day it was made, is dated Anno 1223.
I had two sisters and a brother. My father was born in
the town. My mother, a very kind, lovely woman, was a
farmer 's daughter. She was the bright light in the family.
We had three schools in the town, one for the poor , the
second for the middle class and the third for the very rich.
We lived in a neighborhood with two old ladies, former
teachers, who enjoyed taking in the five- and six-year-old
boys and girls and teaching them reading and writing. I was
lucky to be one of the boys, and by the time I reached my
sixth year, I could read and write my own language. I started
school when I was seven and advanced rapidly, because I
could read and write.
The middle school, a pay school, had two free seats
given away yearly to "intelligent" boys. I was one of them ,
and I entered when I was nine. We were seated by number
according to our intelligence. I started as number 16, and six
months later I advanced to number 6. The next exam I was
number 2. After that and until I was 14, I was number one
and left the school as the head of our class.
Our teachers were grown men, first class teachers, and
they were tough but fair. We had a lot of homework, and if
we didn't know our stuff, we were quite often punished. I did
get my share of punishment, but I'll admit it was well
deserved. We had one hour of English and German plus two
hours of Danish every week, and we had one thing missing
today - discipline.
Skaelsk0r was a lovely old town, rich in culture,
beautiful surroundings.
I still cherish my childhood
memories. The school time was from 8 a.m. until noon with
one hour for dinner and then continuing from 1 p.m. until 4
p.m.
The money was very tight in the family, so I had small
after school jobs with very little pay. Our daily food was
mostly fish - cod, herring, mackerel, etc. Today it would
cost a fortune, but then, fish was very cheap. In the fall
months we caught herring. My father had four hours of
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sailing to get out to the fishing grounds. The nets were set up
and hauled in with the catch about midnight. Then there
were four to five hours going home, picking the herring out
of the nets and seaweed. Eighty herrings for about 50 cents
was not a lucrative business, but such was life 90 years ago.
When I was 14, I graduated from school and had to
decide what trade I would choose for my life work. I did not
wish to become a sailor. I wanted something nicer or better (I
thought). So I answered an ad from Sor0, another town 16
miles away, as an apprentice in a store that sold a mixture of
fine groceries, wine, liquor, toilet articles and packaged
medicines almost like a grocery store and drug store
combined.
The terms were hard - four years of learning, no
money, no clothes. All I got was my board and a small, cold
loft room. I had to open the store in the morning at 7 a.m.
We had a short time for the daily dinner at 12 noon, and the
store closed at 8:30 p.m. My job was to grind the coffee on a
hand grinding machine (hard work), fill the different
drawers with flour, sugar, etc. Everything was sold loose, by
the pound. I delivered groceries in town, swept the floors,
and every Sunday morning I had to spend five hours
washing the floors and dusting every bottle and can in the
store. After that I had my dinner and was free for the rest of
the afternoon, but I had to be home before 7 p.m. That was
all the liberty I had.
Once every three months I did get a whole Sunday free.
My parents lived 16 miles away, so I got up at 3 a.m. and
walked all the way home where I arrive around 9 or 10
o'clock in the morning. I took the train back at 6 p.m. That
was all the time I spent with my parents.
Besides that, my boss was a large man over 6 feet tall,
and I was just a little runt, 5 feet 3 inches. My boss was of a
very brutal nature and would hit me for the slightest reason.
I stood it all for three and a half years. I was almost 18 when
one day while I was bottling Akvavit (Danish firewater), a
bottle tipped over. He got ready to hit me, but three and a
half years of harm and bitterness got up in me. I grabbed the
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bottle and told him that if he hit me again, I would smash the
bottle on his head.
He almost turned white in the face, looked real scared
and left me and went into his office. That was the end of it. I
left the job the next week and went home. There in my town
I got a job in a similar store. I had to finish my four years,
and I became a "journeyman," when I was a little past 18.
During the next two years, I worked in two similar places in
½Openhagen and another town. The standing pay was 35
crowns (about six dollars) a month plus room and board. I
stayed though, but I could see no future. I knew an old
retired Danish-American in town. He loaned me 80 dollars
- a lot of money. I bought a ticket for the U.S.A. and
landed November 1, 1910 in New York City.
It was a strange moment when I saw the Liberty Statue
the first time - wonderment - fear - anticipation and
happiness. I felt this was a new and important chapter in my
life opening up.
After landing, we were all ushered into a very enormous
room where emigrants from other countries sat around
waiting. It was a conglomeration
of a dozen different
nationalities. We sat around for five or six hours, then we
were taken aboard a ferry over to Ellis Island. There was a
long, two-storied building. We marched up to the entrance.
We were all tired, and there was a door with stairs leading
straight up - at the top of a huge American flag. At the
doorway two ugly, large guards were standing. We were in a
hurry to get up the stairs, when one of the guards hollered:
"Hey, you sons of bitches, take off your hat. This is the
United States' flag."
Well, that was my welcome. We came up and were
examined by doctors - our eyes, mouth, heart, etc. At last I
came to a desk. A man in a uniform sat there. He said, "How
much money do you have?" I knew that I was supposed to
have 25 dollars, but I was short. I understood his English and
answered in English, "Seventeen dollars and fifty cents." He
looked at me and gave me a half smile, "What nationality?"
"Danish," I answered. So he said, "You're supposed to have
25 dollars, but since you're a Dane and can speak a little of
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the lingo, I'll let you in." So, that's how I came to the U.S. A.
I had a friend in Racine, Wisconsin, who was supposed
to help me. We boarded the train, the "Lackawanna
Railroad" for Chicago. The trip took 35 hours. We slept in
our seats and ate some bread and doughnuts a man was
selling. I was half dead on my feet, but finally we came to
Chicago. It was a bit different from today's Chicago. I finally
got on an Interurban train and arrived in Racine the 3rd of
November.
I met my friend, who was also in poor circumstances.
He put me to work the next day transporting a couple of tons
of sand with a wheelbarrow almost two blocks. It took me
almost two days and he paid me two dollars. The next week I
got a job in a "buggy" factory, drilling holes in the wheels for
the spokes at 10 cents an hour, eleven hours a day, six days a
week. When the week was up, I was paid $7.50. My board
and lodging cost me $7.00. "Big deal." But I stuck it out a
week, and was then able to get a job that paid me 25 cents
per hour, so that was improvement.
My English was getting a little better, but the language
spoken in the factories was very rude, dirty and rough. It
was "Damn S . . . of B ... " and more of the same. America
was not what it is today. In a way maybe it was a little more
honest, but very rough.
I worked around shops for the next two years. In the
meantime I had found out that I had artistic talents, so I
wanted very much to go to an art school. I had painfully
saved $180 in the two years. Then all of a sudden, the shop
didn't have more work, so we were all laid off, temporarily.
I went home, packed my belongings and went to
Chicago. The next day I found a room with a Danish couple.
No food. I also found an art school and signed up for one
month. I went to the art school two days, and on the third I
came down with ptomaine poison in my system. I ate in
cheap restaurants. This was the result. I was sick for over
two weeks. My $180 was gone to the doctor and medicine,
so no more art school.
I went downtown with the elevated and found a job in
the Boston Store, a cheap department store, for two dollars a
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week plus commissions. My first week brought me $6.00, so
I went to Marshall Field right before Christmas and got a job
as a delivery boy at $10 per week. I was completely out of
money, so for the first four days I had nothing to eat except a
free lunch and beef in a bar, where for five cents they gave
you a slice of beef and bread.
Yes, times were tough. My dreams vanished, at least
temporarily. But then one day I had a telegram from my old
boss in Racine that the job was open. "Come back!" he said.
So there went my dream about an art education.
For the next few years I worked at all kinds of different
jobs. I saved all I could, and in December 1916, I had enough
for a trip to Denmark and came home and spent Christmas
with my two darling parents. They were worried because the
house they lived in was to be sold, and they would be
homeless. I saw a nice little house for sale. I had almost two
thousand dollars in reserve. So I made a down payment on
the house and gave it to them for Christmas. It left me almost
broke, and that had also been the money for my proposed
art education.
Well, I left Denmark in June 1917 and went back to the
States. It was tough going over because the war was on. The
waters were filled with U-boats, but we came safely to New
York. Then I went to Detroit where I found a job with the
Packard Company. They were making war materials. I
learned to weld and worked there for over a year. I had also
tried to enlist in the navy. (I didn't want to be a foot soldier.)
They turned me down because I had flat feet and false teeth.
At that time if you worked on government stuff, you
could get an exemption from war service. They asked me if I
wanted an exemption, but I said I didn't need an exemption.
The army didn't want me. A couple of weeks later I received
a nice letter from the War Department. I should show up in
Racine and be enrolled in the U.S. Army. So I went to
Racine. From there I went to St. Louis, to Jefferson Barracks
to become a soldier. I served three months down there, but I
was lucky - I didn 't get overseas.
When I was discharged, I discovered that jobs were
mighty scarce, but I finally found one and started to save a
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little money again. In the meantime I did a lot of sketching
and did cartoons for a small house organ published monthly
by the Mitchell Motor Co. I was quite good at quick sketches
and caricatures.
I was also a member of a Danish-American singing
society. They were planning to go to Denmark in the
summer and tour the country giving concerts. I had $400 in
some building lots, but I couldn't sell them. Without the
money, I couldn't go. I tried and tried for the next five
months to sell the lots, but in vain. We had reached a
Sunday in June, and the singers were supposed to leave the
following Thursday. I was very unhappy. I took a walk
downtown and went into a Danish lodge where I was a
member.
There was only one person present, an old bachelor. He
asked me about the trip, and I told him the sad story and
about the lots. He sat a moment. "Let's take a ride . I may be
able to help you." He did and now I had the $400 cash. I
hurried home. I called the agent who handled the tickets. He
told me that every place on the boat had been sold, and I was
out of luck.
I went up to my room very unhappy. One hour later my
landlady came and called me to the phone. It was the agent
again. "Do you still want to go to Denmark?"
"Of course," I said, "but you told me there wasn't any
room. "
"Yes, but 'Big Pete,' one of the singers, has just gone to
the hospital with appendicitis, so you can have his place."
Well his appendix changed my entire life.
We had a wonderful trip across the Atlantic. On the
way I was kept busy making caricatures and drawings of the
35 members. When we finally arrived in Copenhagen, we
discovered that our singing society was the first of its kind to
visit Denmark. So the Copenhagen press was there to receive
us. We were interviewed, and they discovered my different
drawings. The drawings were divided among the five
Copenhagen newspapers, and the next day for the first time I
saw my drawings in the five newspapers, with a description
of the artist. That was my big day.
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One of the reporters invited me to pay his paper a visit
after the tour was over. For the next four weeks we sang our
way through Denmark. The newspapers used some extra
sketches I had. After the tour was over, I went home to my
parents and I spent a week with them in their new home that
they liked very much.
I went to Copenhagen and visited the newspaper that
had invited me. I was introduced to the editor, and he asked
about my plans. I told him that I would be in Denmark for
another month, so he told me to wander the streets and make
some sketches of what I saw. I was scared. It was the first
time I had been asked to do some professional drawings, but
I did it. And the next week I brought the paper a dozen of my
sketches. They liked them and paid me for the drawings .
Then the editor asked me about my future plans. "Well, back
to the U.S.A.," I answered. He offered me a job on the
paper. I told him frankly that I was scared, but he told me
not to worry.
Things have changed now, but 65 years ago when I
worked on the paper, it was customary, whenever some
famous person came to Copenhagen, to send out a reporter
and an artist to interview and sketch the victim. In my 3 1/ 2
years I made over 400 sketches, among them were sketches
of the English statesman Lloyd George, the Scot, Ramsey
McDonald, Fritz Kreisler and Elinor Glyn. I'm sorry that I
sold most of my drawings afterwards. It was interesting to
meet all those people.
Well, I spent almost four years at the paper, and
naturally I learned a lot. I went to cover trials and the
Parliament, and made sketches and illustrations for the
Sunday edition. During my last year there, I became a good
friend of a girl in the office. We went to the theatre together.
(The paper got me free tickets.) I put her off at the streetcar,
so I didn't know anything about where she lived or her
family. Then one day she asked me to make some little
drawings to go on a lampshade. I made some funny
drawings and told her I woud like to see the lampshade when
it was finished. A couple of weeks later, she told me the
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shade was done, and I could come out to her parents' house
to view it.
The same evening I took a streetcar out to her neighborhood. It was the swanky part of Copenhagen, and the
number showed a huge Italian villa. After some hesitation, I
rang the bell, and s~e came to the door. She apologized
because her parents were not at home, but I came in and saw
one of the finest collections of Scandinavian painters I had
ever seen. Her father was president of George Jensen Silversmiths and one of the outstanding electrical engineers in
Denmark. Well, she served strawberries and coffee in the
garden, and that was the beginning of our real friendship.
We became engaged, against her parents' will. I was a
bit unhappy, because I was poor as a churchmouse, and her
parents were rich. I also wanted to get back to the States. I
didn't know how I would do that. I told her that she would
be better off staying in Denmark, but she insisted on going
with me.
So we were married in May and went to the U.S.A. We
had a few thousand dollars between us. The family offered
help, but I didn't want it. The following year was tough. We
were in an apartment - not too good - and we expected
our first baby. I was beginning to get some commercial
work, but we were really pressed for money.
However, our first daughter was born and I worked
hard. Little by little we bought a house. We were poor but
happy. In '32 came our second daughter. I was getting better
established. We had a lot of friends. It was a lot of hard work
and not too great income, but we managed. We lived a
happy life for 44 years, but the last 12 years my wife had
diabetes and cancer. She died in 1967.
I met the most famous Dane in the U.S.A. in 1935 Wilhelm Knudsen. We became friends, and during the war I
got the idea that I would write his autobiography. It took me
two years. The story was all in rhyme and illustrated with
over 70 drawings. I presented Bill Knudsen the book, and he
was immensely pleased. "I want this printed in a hundred
copies," he said. I told him that it would be very expensive.
(He was a millionaire but thrifty.) "How much will that
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Karl Larsen in his studio.
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cost?" he asked. I told him $25,000. But I had a different
idea. The pages could be printed in black and white, and I
could hand color the entire book. So that's what was done. It
took me almost four months to color all the pages, 60 to each
book. But it was finally done, and he sent them out all over
the States to his influential friends. I know there is one in the
Eisenhower Library, and I believe one in the Library of
Congress in Washington.
My daughters were both married. With no children at
home, I lived alone. I retired from my work about 25 years
ago and started to paint in earnest. I've been quite successful,
but paintings are hard to sell, so my basement and studio are
loaded with nice oils. I'm old fashioned. My style is
impressionistic.
In my life I've had many, many friends from all walks of
life - great or less great - but all friends. Among them was
the famous poet, Edgar Guest, known from coast to coast.
He was a wonderfully kind man with a great sense of humor
and understanding. For almost 20 years, I was a member of
his famous "Eddie's Powder and Marching Club," and we
had lunch every Monday. He was the host and paid the bill.
Eddie was a great storyteller, and the club was mostly
newspaper people - a great crowd.
Yes, life has been grand in general, but it has also been
interspersed with sadness. My wife's long illness was hard.
Luckily, I've had a good sense of humor and understanding
that have carried me along. Money has never been plentiful,
but just enough to live decently, have a good home and
family. And I can still paint and draw.
I've been rich in my love for art, and I'm surrounded by
a number of older, great master artists' paintings. The old
painters were wonderful. I have my books, porcelain, a lot
of Chinese art, and all that helps to enrich my old years.
I have made my share of mistakes. I'm no saint. If my
hearing was better, everything would be fine. I miss my
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yearly trip to Denmark. I can't travel on account of my
hearing. I live on my many memories. I love my homeland,
but I'm immensely proud because I'm also a good American.
The years are creeping up. I'm 97 now, but I have
promised my friends I'll try to make it a hundred.

September 1986
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As this issue went to press, word was received of the death
of Axel V. Pedersen on November 12, 1986 in Los Angeles.
He is survived by his daughter, Jenny Erickson, three
grandsons, and one great granddaughter.

Axel Pedersen - Timber Engineer
by OLGA STRANDVOLD OPFELL
INTRODUCTION
H. C. 0rsted (1777-1851), the world-famous discoverer
of electromagnetism, had a deep understanding of the close
connection between science and technology. As director of
the Polytechnical College (later named the Technical University of Denmark), he inspired a succession of technical discoveries, inventions, and industries. Since his day Danish
engineers have been known for their training, ingenuity, and
rigorous standards. Those who have come to the United
States have invariably demonstrated the superiority of their
methods. The story of one such Danish-American engineer
follows.
"Into verdant Chavez Ravine, where goats grazed and
brownskinned children gamboled in play, the bustle of the
great city just over the hill is intruding. There the largest
vaulted roof in the West is nearing completion above the
massive concrete walls of the United States Naval Reserve's
$1,000,000 Armory. Quarters for four divisions of bluejackets, four ·companies of marine reserves, three squadrons
of aviation reserves, and the largest drilling floor in America
are being completed." So in 1940 ran a story in the Los
Angeles Times. On the eve of Pearl Harbor, the Armory was
an important defense unit.
The Armory clipping is one of many arresting items to
be found in the scrapbooks of Axel V. Pedersen, a Danishborn engineer, who was actively involved in the fabrication
of that huge roof. Having devoted most of his career to the
special field of timber engineering, Pedersen now lives at the
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Axel V. Pedersen

Lutheran Home in Solvang, California, rich in memories of
having helped to develop Summerbell Roof Structures in Los
Angeles, a company which greatly contributed to the
growth of Southern California industry. In 1953, a company
paper reported that during 31 years of continuous operation,
Summerbell had built "6,668 acres (over 300,000,000 square
feet) of roof trusses and roof structures."
Summerbell, the first concern to build trusses commercially in the western United States, did only a few things, but
did them supremely well. It specialized in laminated
(layered) bowstring trusses, glued arches, and the unique
lamella roofs.
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The bowstring truss.

Bowstring trusses were economic building units of
incomparable value where wide-span roofs, without intermediate support, were desired. Summerbell provided safe
roofs for auditoriums,
supermarkets, dance pavilions,
gymnasiums,
sound stages, warehouses,
factories
structures with large floor space and without the inconvenience of supporting partitions. The superior strength of the
Summerbell bow trusses was demonstrated during the 1933
earthquake in Long Beach when hundreds of buildings were
demolished. The Summerbell trusses, even the longest ones
measuring 150 feet, were not even damaged.
Glued arches were equally adaptable to industrial
buildings and church architecture. (A striking example is St.
Anne 's Catholic Church in Santa Ana, California.) During
World War II they offered a special advantage because they
required very little metal. Lamella roofs (the name comes
from the platelets on bivalve mollusks) were used for social
halls and gymnasiums. Besides being decorative, they
produced fine acoustics.
Thanks to Axel Pedersen 's suggestions in the late 1930s,
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Summerbell also introduced to the building industry in the
Western United States the idea of using glued-laminated
construction. As it steadily improved upon the techniques,
Axel Pedersen took out seven patents for glued joints.
It was possibly only because he emigrated to this
country that he became a timber engineer. Had he remained
in Denmark, he no doubt would have continued in the career
for which he had trained. Born in Copenhagen on June 3,
1893, he was first a pupil in United Church Schools
(Forenede Kirke Skoler). Then, at the age of 16, he became
an apprentice in the city's Navy dockyard, just opposite the
bustling Port of Copenhagen. From 1911 to 1915 he attended
the Naval Engineer School (Ingeni0r Elev Skoien). One of
the highlights of his education was an exciting voyage to
Iceland with other cadets on board the Heimdal in 1911 .
Having graduated as an assistant engineer and naval
architect, he continued to work on the designs of ships and
engines at the Navy dockyard. During World War I he often
traveled to Sweden to inspect Danish Navy material
purchased there.
At the age of 26 he decided to further his professional
development in the United States. But he intended to stay
only three years. As a draftsman he worked briefly for the
huge New York Shipbuilding Company in Camden, New
Jersey, and then accepted an invitation from two Danish
classmates to join them on a high-spirited automobile (and
camping) trip across the country.
In 1920, long before the age of superhighways, this was
an adventurous undertaking. In Colorado, on October 10,
the young Dane noted in his diary: "Too much sulphur-bad
smell-we started on the old track-got
stuck. A real hailstorm coming up-motor
out of order-council
of
war-more
hard work-back
to Steamboat Springs and the
road to Elk Creek-camping
alongside a schoolhouse-rain
through the night." That day he recorded the mileage as only
28.8. Along the way he had learned to ddve.
After reaching Seattle, Axel Pedersen found employment as an assistant inspector of airplanes at Boeing Aircraft, then in its fledgling phase. But with his Danish training
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he was so rigorous in his standards and so intolerant of
sloppy execution that he refused to accept much of what he
was supposed to approve. Before long he left Boeing for
Todd Drydock and Shipbuilding, also in Tacoma, where he
was hired as a designer. After a year he drove to San
Francisco with one of his former traveling companions, and
then after another stint as a designer, bought the car in which
he and his friends had crossed America, and set out alone for
Los Angeles.
At the beginning of 1922 an ad in the Los Angeles Times
caught his eye. The Summerbell wood roof truss which had
been built and marketed in the Middle West, was now being
introduced and developed on the West Coast, and the newlyformed Summerbell Truss Company wanted an engineer and
draftsman for its bowstring trusses. After a successful interview, during which he was asked to draw a stress diagram, a
requisite for any building permit, Axel Pedersen became one
of the first employees. Gradually he took charge of sales,
credit purchasing, and estimating as well.
In 1929, with a change of ownership, the company

Some members of the Summerbell team.
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became Summerbell Roof Structures, and Axel Pedersen,
wearing many hats, added supervising production and
research to his other duties. Modestly he now speaks of
himself as having been "a middle man" or coordinator.
Subsequently he became vice-president and secretarytreasurer.
He had watched Summerbell grow impressively so that
plant and equipment came to include such assets as a lumber
yard and mill where good lumber (usually Douglas fir) was
kept on sticks continually drying; a steel shop; a large hot
room for gluing; a glue-laminating plant; a permanent
testing beam and equipment; and an ample supply of heavy
and light trucks, trailers, cranes, and carriers. During Axel
Pedersen' s Summerbell years, the company made another
major contribution to wood-laminating development by
sponsoring an extensive series of tests on glued laminated
timber arches. These tests were performed at the California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena.
To deal with hundreds of clients, Axel Pedersen traveled
widely over the state and in the Southwest. Over the years
the challenging projects multiplied designing and
fabricating roof structures for all the buildings of the
California Southwest Exposition in Long Beach in 1926; for
the Palladium, Los Angeles' gigantic dance hall; for the Pan
Pacific Auditorium; for the Warner Brothers sound stage
renovated after a fire; for the United Artists, 20th CenturyFox, RKO, Paramount, Max Sennett, and the Charlie
Chaplin studios; and William Randolph Hearst 's private
airplane hangar at his palatial estate, San Simeon. There too
Summerbell took on a somewhat different assignment when
it built two bridges across Hearst's private lake.
During World War II, Summerbell turned its attention
to the nation's service and supplied roof trusses for structures
in 14 airfields in California, Utah, and Arizona. Summerbell
workmen were busy at the sites of various Navy swimming
pools, halls, and gymnasiums, and at two huge hangars in
Tustin, California, that were built in 1942 to house 12 of the
Navy blimps that were patrolling the coast in search of
enemy submarines. More than 130 feet high and nearly 300
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feet wide, the hangars have become a landmark on the busy
Santa Ana Freeway. The Goodyear blimp still makes its
annual maintenance stop at the hangars. The area is now a
Marine Corps helicopter base. After the war Summer bell
provided trusses for the hangar housing Howard Hughes' illfated eight-propeller plane, the famous Spruce Goose.
In all these Summerbell enterprises, Axel Pedersen was a
gifted planner as well as superb field general who could
implement building plans and win big contracts. As he says,
he enjoyed working with the common man and found the
employees loyal and devoted. To them he was fondly known
as "Pete," a nickname he never used elsewhere. With such a
abundance of good will, he helped foster a rare community
of interest and intimacy of friendship.
One lamella roof from Summerbell has a special
personal significance for him. It is to be found on the social
hall of Emmanuel Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Los Angeles, with which he was long closely associated. In
the old church he met Marie Freudendal, who was to be his
wife for 60 years. He was church president from 1926 until
1927 and again from 1940 through 1945, also serving as
treasurer and financial secretary. In 1936-37 he and Danish
Vice-Consul Ryan Grut helped supervise the construction of
the new church and were instrumental in ensuring its Danish
design like that of a village church.
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Several other posts grew out of this church affiliation.
In 1945-46 Axel Pedersen served as business manager for
Lutheran Tidings. He was twice secretary and once treasurer
for District 9 of the AELC; a longtime member of the
Lutheran Hospital Society; secretary of the Solvang
Lutheran Home (1950-1953); and longtime board member of
the Lutheran Social Services, its president from 1954 to 1955.
(Even in the 1970s, with customary vigor, he was working
through that organization to abolish drug abuse and helping
establish a halfway house for young men recovering from
drug addiction.)
While still at Summerbell, which he was to leave in
1953, Axel became president of a subsidiary, Economy Farm
Structures. Then beginning in 1955, he was president for
four years of Timber Engineering Company of California.
Here he sold timber fasteners of galvanized iron, which
greatly speeded construction. They were not widely known
until he began promoting them, making good use of his
connections in the building industry and his long association
with architects and engineers. His biggest order, for 500,000
timber fasteners, came from Disneyland.
The Summerbell years, however, have left the most
tangible evidence of work well done. Sound and enduring,
many of the roof trusses and roof structures he helped
design, fabricate, and sell remain in the Greater Los Angeles
area. The buildings they made possible reflect a great deal of
changing demographics and history.

The Summer bell logo.
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The Heritage of Niels Bohr
by RUSSELL J.DONNELLY
Danish Americans, as publications in The Bridge attest,

look back on their ancestral home with a wide variety of
feelings. For a professional physicist Denmark is a legendary
name, for in Copenhagen in the early twentieth century,
there emerged in a remarkable way one of the greatest
revolutions in human thought, the invention of quantum
mechanics. Quantum mechanics has had an enormous
influence in physics and on the world, for in that brief period
of time things were understood which had always evaded
explanation: such as the structure and radiation of atoms
and molecules, the behavior of metals, and the structure and
properties of electrons and nuclei of atoms. From this knowledge flowed the creation of nuclear energy, new kinds of
materials, new technical advances in nuclear technology,
chemistry, physics, and electronics. This new knowledge did
not originate solely in Copenhagen, but the life of Niels Bohr
(1885-1962) and the institute on Blegdamsvej named for him,
is inextricable from the central story.
A Brief Biography of Niels Bohr
Niels Hendrick David Bohr was born into a comfortable
Danish home on October 7, 1885. Bohr's father, Christian,
was a professor at the University of Copenhagen, a famous
physiologist and a lover of science. Christian Bohr had
studied, among other things, the absorption of oxygen by
hemoglobin in the blood. Niels' brother Harald was born 18
months after him and the two brothers formed a deep friend-52-

FIGURE 1 - Harald and Niels Bohr as young men and as adults.
Niels is on the right in both photographs.

ship which lasted until Harald's death in 1951. Harald
became an eminent mathematician. (Fig. 1).
Niels Bohr's early school career was uneventful. He
came into his own at the University of Copenhagen where at
the age of 20 he won the Gold Medal of the Royal Danish
Academy of Sciences and Letters for a prize essay on the
surface tension of liquid jets. This early experience with
surface tension had important consequences for Bohr's later
research.
Bohr was very athletic and both Niels and Harald were
nationally famous soccer players. His physical strength
lasted throughout his life and continued to surprise friends
who valued him primarily for his scholarly contributions.
Bohr's doctoral thesis, written in 1911, was on the
electron theory of metals. It was not a particularly successful
piece of research because quantum mechanics is needed for
the problem, a field which Bohr later played a central role in
developing.
Bohr met Margrethe N0rlund in 1910 and they married
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FIGURE 2 - Margrethe and Niels Bohr at the time of their engagement (left) and later in life in the garden at Carlsberg.

in 1912. This long and remarkable relationship sustained him
all his life. The Bohrs had six sons, four survived to adulthood. (Fig. 2)
In 1911 Bohr went to Cambridge to work with Sir J. J.
Thomson, discoverer of the electron. The relationship did
not satisfy Bohr, who soon left for Manchester joining Ernest
Rutherford, a native of New Zealand, who was making a
great reputation as an experimental physicist at the University of Manchester. Bohr and Rutherford became good
friends and colleagues, a tremendous collaboration of two
great scientists. (Fig. 3)
Rutherford had established experimentally that atoms
have a tiny massive nucleus surrounded by electrons - a
"planetary model" - in contrast to earlier ideas where the
electrons were embedded in a postively charged sphere the "plum pudding model." In 1913, 2 years past his PhD,
Bohr published his model of the hydrogen atom, combining
the Rutherford model with Planck's idea of quantized
"action."
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FIGURE 3 - Lord Rutherford and Niels Bohr with Lady Rutherford
(at the very left), Lady Oliphant and Margrethe Bohr.

Bohr returned to Copenhagen in 1916 to take a Chair of
Theoretical Physics created especially for him. That year he
hired Hendrik Kramers, a talented youth Dutch theoretical
physicist. Their collaboration
lasted many years and
produced much important new physics.
In 1918 Bohr published "On the Quantum Theory of
Line Spectra" using the "correspondence principle," which I
shall discuss later.
In 1921 a new building was opened called the University
Institute of Theoretical Physics and known today as the
Niels Bohr Institute. (Fig. 4) Over the next few years this
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FIGURE4 - The Institute of Theoretical Physics in the early 1920s.

unpretentious building became the center for theoretical
physics in the world. Niels and Margrethe Bohr created an
atmosphere in which the best young minds from all over the
world wrestled with their subject. The whole intellectual
enterprise became known as the Copenhagen School ol
Physics.
In 1922 Bohr won the Nobel Prize "for his services in the
investigation of the structure of atoms and of the radiation
emanating from them." In the years following, younger
colleagues helped keep the intellectual work of the Institute
growing and Bohr became increasingly interested in
philosophical ideas. In 1927 at Lake Como in Italy, Bohr set
out his complementarity principle (wave/particle duality)
which Bohr came to believe was his major contribution to
our understanding of nature.
These ideas were put to stringent test in discussions with
Einstein, whom Bohr first met in 1920. (Fig. 5) They
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disagreed on many issues and fought amicably for 25 years.
In 1932 the Bohrs moved to the beautiful mansion in
Carlsberg which served as a home for Bohr's children and
grandchildren and a congenial meeting place for scientists
from all over the world. This great house is an honorary gift
provided originally by the Carlsberg Brewery to be bestowed
on one of Denmark's greatest scholars. The award is made
by the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters. The
present incumbent is Bengt Stromgren, an astronomer and
astrophysicist.
About this time Niels and Harald Bohr became deeply
involved with a Danish group that had been formed to offet
support to scientists and other intellectuals who had been
forced to flee from Germany owing to the racist policies of
the National Socialist government.
From 1934 to 1940 Bohr worked on the physics of the
nucleus of the atom. One of the problems was whether
quantum mechanics, which worked so well for atoms, would
work as well for the much smaller nuceli. It did. Two
important works were his theory of the compound nucleus
and his celebrated work on the theory of nuclear fission with
John Wheeler of Princeton University. The fission model
used ideas going back to Bohr's first work on liquid droplets.
After the occupation of Denmark, Bohr continued to
work, but by 1943 the situation was becoming very
oppressive. With the encouragement of the British government, Bohr escaped to Sweden, and then to England and the
United States where he joined the Manhatten Project.
Back in Denmark, after the war, Bohr worked on the
establishment of the nuclear institute in Riso and lent his
name to various international affairs such as proposals for
the controlled use of nuclear energy by an open society and
for the establishment of the European physics laboratory
CERN in Switzerland.
Bohr died suddenly in 1962 and was survived by
Margrethe. Margrethe died just before the international
gathering in Copenhagen celebrating the 100th anniversary
of Niels Bohr's birth (1985).
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FIGURE 5 - Einstein and Bohr at the Solvay Conference in 1927.
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I would like now to enlarge on several matters
mentioned briefly in the paragraphs above.
The Bohr Model of the Atom
The Bohr model of the atom was first applied to understanding the discrete line spectrum of hydrogen. Bohr's
theory used the "planetary" model of the electrons and
nucleus and Planck's idea of quantized action to propose that
the angular momentum of an electron is quantized in units of
Planck's constant h divided by 2 ,r. A central proposal was
that the electron would emit or absorb radiation only when
it jumped from an orbit of one value of angular momentum
to another. This relatively simple theory was a major
advance. It explained the known (Balmer) series of spectral
lines beautifully. But it also predicted other series of spectral
lines which had not yet been observed and are now named
for their discoverers: Lyman, Brackett and Pfund. The
theory gave an accurate size of the atom, defined the classification of orbits by angular momentum, gave a theoretical
value for many empirical constants such as the Rydberg, the
elementary magnetic dipole moment (the Bohr Magneton),
the radius of the hydgrogen atom in its ground state, etc.
While Bohr's theory is not entirely correct (quantum
mechanics has become much more sophisticated) it is the
picture of the hydgrogen atom used by most working
physicists. It is what we teach today to every undergraduate
physics major.
The Principles of Correspondence and Complementarity
Two principles associated with Bohr 's name are
correspondence and complementarity. The correspondence
principle is the idea that a quantum mechanical calculation
must correspond to a classical calculation of the same
phenomenon in the limit that Planck's constant goes to zero
or quantum numbers go to infinity. Much progress was
made using this idea in the Copenhagen School. While there
are now formal ways of doing without this principle, it is a
reliable guide and in most cases a good teaching tool. The
complementarity principle is the idea that some things can
only be addressed satisfactorily by seemingly opposite and
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incompatible
approaches.
The principle arises 1n the
description of objects like electrons which can exhibit
properties associated with particles (for example a beam of
electrons collide with and scatter from atoms and nuclei) and
waves (a beam of electrons can produce an interference
pattern passing through a pair of slits just like light). Bohr's
coat of arms includes the oriental Yin-Yang symbol which
stands for the two opposing but unseparable elements of
nature. The Latin motto reads "opposites are complementary."
Bohr and Einstein
Bohr and Einstein first met in 1920. (Fig. 5) They
disagreed on many things because Einstein distrusted the
statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics and other
statements of the Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum
mechanics. They sparred intellectually for 25 years and, of
course, were very good friends. In the midst of these arguments Einstein was stimulated to put forward what is now
called the Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen paradox, which was
answered in print by Bohr within a few months, but is still
considered one of the deepest topics in quantum mechanics.
Bohr's relationship with Einstein is illuminated by a
story told by Abraham Pais, Einstein's collaborator and
biographer.
"One morning Bohr came into my office (at the Institute
for Advanced Study in Princeton) and began, 'Du er sa
klog ... ' ('you are so wise'). I started to laugh (no formality
or solemnity was called for in contact with Bohr) and said,
'All right, I understand' - Bohr wanted me to come down to
his office and talk, so we went there. It should be explained
that Bohr at that time used Einstein's own office in Fuld Hall
while Eistein himself used the adjoining small assistant's
office; he disliked the big one, and never used it. (A
photograph in the 1949 Einstein anniversary volume of
Reviews of Modern Physics shows Einstein sitting in the
assistant's office.) After we had entered, Bohr asked me to sit
down ('I always need an origin for the coordinate system')
and soon started to pace furiously around the oblong table in
the center of the room. He then asked me if I could put down
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a few sentences as they would emerge during his pacing. At
such sessions, Bohr never had a full sentence ready. He
would often dwell on one word , coax it, implore it , to find
the continuation. This could go on for many minutes. At
that moment the word was 'Einstein.' There Bohr was,
almost
running
around
the table and repeating:
'Einstein . .. Einstein ... ' It would have been a curious sight
for someone unfamiliar with Bohr. After a little while he
walked to the window, gazed out, repeating every now and
then: 'Einstein ... Einstein ... '
At that moment the door opened very softly and
Einstein tiptoed in. He signaled me with a finger on his lips to
be very quiet , his urchin smile on his face. He was to explain
a few minutes later the reason for his behavior. Einstein was
not allowed by his doctor to buy tobacco. However, the
doctor had not forbidden him to steal tobacco, and this was
precisely what he set out to do now. Still on tiptoe he made a
beeline for Bohr 's tobacco pot, which stood on the table at
which I was sitting. Meanwhile Bohr , unaware, was standing
at the window, muttering, 'Einstein . . . Einstein.' I was at a
loss to know what to do, especially because I had at the
moment not the faintest idea what Einstein was up to .
Then Bohr, with a firm 'Einstein ' turned around. There
they were, face to face, as if Bohr had summoned him forth.
It is an understatement to say that for a moment Bohr was
speechless. I myself who had seen it corning, had felt
distinctly uncanny for a moment , so I could well understand
Bohr 's own reaction. A moment later the spell was broken
when Einstein explained his mission and soon we were all
bursting with laughter."
Bohr and the Manhattan Project

Bohr was one of the pioneers in showing that quantum
mechanics applies to the nucleus of the atom as well as to the
atom as a whole.
He invented the idea of the compound nucleus (an
excited state of a nucleus formed by the collision of two
lighter particles, and which may disintegrate in various
ways) and the theory of nuclear fission (the process by which
a heavy nucleus breaks into two fragments plus free
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neutrons) based on the liquid drop model. Thus Bohr had
become one of the greatest experts in the world in nuclear
physics by the time the German occupation
began.
Obviously this knowledge made him an important figure to
either side in developing a nuclear weapon.
In 1943 Bohr learned that he was to be arrested by the
Gestapo and escaped to Sweden. Subsequently he made a
risky flight to England in the bomb bay of a Mosquito bomber.
Once he had made his way to America, he joined the
Manhattan project at Los Alamos. My friend Laura Fermi
wrote a book about those days called "Atoms in the Family:
My Life With Enrico Fermi." Here is an extract from her
book describing Niels Bohr at Los Alamos.
"One of the best-known characters on the mesa was Mr.
Nicholas Baker. In the Los Alamos array of faces wearing an
expression of deep thought at all hours and under all circumstances, whether the men they belonged to were eating
dinner or playing charades, Mr. Baker's face stood out as the
most thoughtful, the one expressing the gravest meditations.
He appeared to be dedicated to a life of the intellect alone,
which allowed no time for earthly concerns.
When he walked about town, he did not seem to care
where he was going. He let himself be led by his young son, a
physicist like himself, who never left his side. Mr. Baker's
eyes were restless and vague. When he talked, only a
whisper came out of his mouth, as if vocal contacts with his
fellowmen were of little consequence. He was a few years
older than the other scientists - close to sixty in 1944 - and
all looked at him with reverence, whether they knew him
personally or not.
Those who had known him in the past called him "Uncle
Nick," for it was hard to say 'Mr. Baker' but strictly
forbidden to mention his true name. It was one the best
guarded secrets that Niels Bohr was among us. Knowledge
that an atomic physicist of such world-wide reputation was
in Los Alamos would have been revealing.
It is surprising that the story of the vicissitudes that
brought him from Copenhagen to Los Alamos in wartime
were not made the subject of a novel. The warning he
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received from the Danish police that the Germans were
looking for him; his escape from Denmark across the sound
to Sweden in a small craft; his flight to London under the
auspices of the British government; his arrival in America
with his physicist son, while his other sons and his wife
remained in Sweden; his life as Mr. Baker; the fact that
during the German occupation of Denmark his golden Nobel
medal remained in Copenhagen right under the Nazi's eyes,
dissolved in a bottle of nitric acid, and that it was recovered
and recast after the war; all this constitutes dramatic
material indeed ...
On that Sunday in the fall of 1944 Bohr's mind could be
diverted from his habitual worries now and then and made
to focus on the marvels of nature that surrounded us.
Because the air in the hills had already turned cold and the
winds brought along an early chill in the afternoon, we
sought the more sheltered path at the bottom of Frijoles
Canyon, and we hiked down from the camping grounds at
the Lodge to the confluence of the Frijoles stream with the
Rio Grande ...
Bohr surprised us with his agility. He could be spry. We
had to cross the stream numberless times, and he never
stopped to consider its width, or the best place to go across
it. He jumped it. And while he did so his body straightened,
his eyes glowed with pleasure ...
We climbed back, and Bohr was never out of breath. He
maintained a good pace, and we could have gone no faster;
at the same time he talked and talked about the war and
Germany; but now and then his indistinct words were lost in
the murmur of the stream. We let him do the talking and
saved our wind for the ascent.
Bohr's youthful exploits did not amaze only the Fermis.
On a bright Sunday a few months after this hike, when the
snow had covered the Jemez hills, I was with my children on
Sawyer Hill among a swarm of skiers from Los Alamos.
Sawyer Hill was the best skiing slope within easy reach of
our town. All went to ski there except for the few who, like
Enrico, were sufficiently enterprising and energetic for crosscountry excursions. Enrico, bored by the monotony of going
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up and down the same incline, after the first Sunday or two
gathered a group that undertook greater feats, ventured on
farther snow fields, climbed steeper mountains. In the
evenings he was happy and proud if he could tell me he had
out-tired much younger men than himself.
I never tackled more than the lowest part of Sawyer,
and there I was on the Sunday when Bohr came with some
friends and stood at the bottom of the slope. His eyes must
have filled with nostalgic yearnings, with a strong desire for
the sport he had practiced in past years, and a younger
scientist offered to lend him his skis for a while. It was the
younger scientist's undoing. Uncle Nick put the skis on and
climbed away. He gave himself to elegant curves, to expert
snow-plows, to dead stops at fast speeds, and to stylish
jumps that no one else on the slope could perform. He went
on with no pause for rest, with no thought for the man who

FIGURE 6 - Cartoon of Bohr which appeared in the Copenhagen
newspaper "Politiken" after the war. Bohr had returned from America
with many honors. The caption reads "And now our distinguished guest
will repeat his famous lecture on chain reactions."
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had taken his place at the bottom of the hill, ski-less. He quit
only when the sun went down and darkness and a chill
descended upon the snow."
After the war, Bohr became a hero in the United States
and was showered with honors from universities all over the
country. (Fig. 6)
The Niels Bohr Institute Today
What is now called the Niels Bohr Institute was founded
as an institute for theoretical physics. I had the pleasure of
visiting the Institute from June to December 1972. This was
accomplished simply by writing to Aage Bohr and asking to
be accommodated. I went with a graduate student and a
mathematician colleague from England. Both my colleague
from England and I had been responsible for considerable
administrative work before going to Copenhagen and it was
a relief to be assigned a room and begnignly forgotten. The
rooms have no telephones: one is expected to work! The
Institute has an excellent library and typing, drafting and
computing services are provided free of charge. One's sole

FIGURE 7 - Aage and Niels Bohr.
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FIGURE 8 - Niels Bohr in his study at Carlsberg.
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responsibility to the Institute is to provide a supply of
reprints of papers written while in residence for distribution
to interested readers. One end of the building houses
Nordita, a pan-Scandinavian institute of theoretical physics.
A few blocks away are the offices of the H. C. 0ersted
Institute, another branch of the University of Copenhagen.
Lecturers and visitors to all three institutes make a busy and
profitable schedule for all. The Director of Bohr Institute
today is still Aage Bohr, who himself won the Nobel Prize in
1975 for contributions to theoretical nuclear physics. (Fig. 7)
This short article can do no more than touch briefly on
some of the highlights of the life of Niels Bohr. A late picture
of him is shown in Fig. 8 in his study at Carlsberg. Niels
Bohr's heritage to Danes, Danish Americans, scientists and
indeed of all mankind, can perhaps be best described by a
quote. In a lecture on Niels Bohr, Sir George P. Thomson
(son of Sir J. J. Thomson and a Nobel laureate himself)
observed:
"Bohr's influence on science is only partially expressed
in his published work, great as this was. He led science
through the most fundamental change in attitude it has made
since Galileo and Newton, by the greatness of his intellect
and the wisdom of his judgments. But quite apart from their
unbounded admiration for his achievements, the scientists of
all nations felt for him an affection which has perhaps never
been equaled. What he was counted for even more than what
he had done."
NOTES
The photographs originated from the archives of the
Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen and the Niels Bohr
Library of the American Institute of Physics in New York
City.
Much of the material here is derived from "Niels Bohr, a
Centenary Volume" edited by A. P. French and P. J.
Kennedy, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass .
(1985), "Physics Today" (a journal of the American Institute
of Physics) Volume 38, No. 10, October 1985, and Atoms in
the Family: My Life with Enrico Fermi" by Laura Fermi,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago (1954).
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He Came, He Saw, He Conquered 1
by AASE BAK
Every morning when President Reagan leaves the White
House and casts worried glances to the left toward Capitol
Hill where Congress sits and impedes life for him, he can
hardly avoid seeing the equestrian statue in front of the
Treasury Building. The statue is one of the great heroes of
the United States, a victor from the Civil War, General
William Tecumseh Sherman. He is shown mounted and
surrounded by symbols of war and peace.
In Finn and Jette Nielsen's lobby in Himmerland, Denmark, stands a plaster torso. It is a remnant of the original
model for the statue mentioned above. It is also a confirmation of the truths of the old saying, "sic transit gloria
mundi."
The Danish sculptor who was responsible for the statue
and who, following his death, was praised in the following
lines by the Danish American poet, John Volk, 1s now
shrouded in the mists of oblivion in his native land.
Blandt Yankeelandets store Mindesmcerker
star hans, den danske Kunstners Vcerker.
Her Vejen til Ben~mmelse han fandt han kom, han sa og vandt.
Men da sin st0rste Sejr han havde vundet,
da var hans Timeglass udrundet. 2
(Among the great monuments in the land of the Yankees
stand those of the Danish artist.
Here he found the way to fame he came, he saw and he conquered.
But as he had wop his greatest victory,
his hourglass had elapsed .)
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General William Tecumseh Sherman

Carl Vilhelm Daniel Rohl-Smith - the name of the
artist - was born in Roskilde in 1848. His family was
steeped in academia, and his background should have given
him ample opportunities to go far within the Danish art
world. 3
At an early age Rohl-Smith was enrolled at the Royal
Academy of Fine Arts in K0benhavn, and during the following five years he completed the entire curriculum of different
"schools" that were part of a sculptor's education. At the
same time he took private lessons from the great H. W.
Bissen. 4 Rohl-Smith made himself conspicuous almost from
the start. He won several awards, among them a small gold
medal, and he was given almost all the travel grants that
were available. During the 1870s he therefore traveled all
over Europe, visited Berlin, Vienna, Venice, Rome, and
Paris - in short, all the great art centers - and in the beginning of the 1880s he returned to Denmark, rich in adventure
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and experience, and with the views of a man of the world .
Therefore it was difficult for him to accept that Denmark did
not offer commissions worthy of an ambitious artist. He had
to be content with participating in the decoration of, for
instance, Marmorkirken (Frederikskirken), which was then
under construction on hundred-year-old foundations. RohlSmith had unfortunately fallen into what has been called
"the era of the zinc cast decoration figures. " 5
At that time the great emigration from Europe to
America was at its zenith, but for an artist the ideas of
crossing the Atlantic was not obvious. However, the
American minister to Denmark, Rasmus B. Anderson, had
convinced Rohl-Smith that European artists were well
received "over there." So, in 1886, the artist took the great
leap and with his wife started out for the unknown. Commenting on their departure, the Danish newspaper Morgenbladet reported:
To a man with skill and energy, America is still the
land of the future. Whether the same holds true for
an artist of similar talent we do not know - but
why not? A country worse than ours can hardly be
found these days. 6
The biggest demand for sculptors in the United States
lay in the sepulchral monument and memorial genre and it
was through this market that Rohl-Smith subsisted during
his early years on the east coast. A few years later, however,
he made a tactically wise decision to move his workshop to
Louisville, Kentucky. This city represented one of the
frontiers of "civilization," and visits by prominent European
artists were not an everyday occurrence. Rohl-Smith
attracted a good deal of attention, and he was given credit
for having raised the cultural level of the whole city. One
local newspaper wrote:
The growth of taste for the highest forms of plastic
art has been noticeable in Louisville since RohlSmith, the eminent Danish sculptor, opened his
studio a few months ago . . .. The studio has become one of the most interesting spots in Louisville. 7
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Mark Twain

People in the city - those who, for instance, commissioned and financed portrait busts - did not always
think about "the highest forms of art." What highly appealed
to them, however,
was what Rohl-Smith's
figures
"resembled" his subject. Mark Twain, whose portrait the
artist once executed, had commented that he modeled "exact
to the life, " 8 and in Louisville it was regarded as the greatest
compliment when a nearsighted guest at one of Rohl-Smith
exhibitions talked to a bust thinking that he was facing the
model in person. 9
Carl Rohl-Smith had now gained a certain reputation in
the Midwest, and he thereupon succeeded in securing a commission for a statue of Benjamin Franklin to be erected in the
Electricity Building at The World's Columbian Exposition in
Chicago in 1893. During the exhibition period, the eyes of
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"Iowa - Mother of the People" - Iowa Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument.

not only the nation but the whole world were directed
toward Chicago, and the sculptor's fortune was made.
After assignments for train car millionaire George Pullman (The Fort Dearborn Massacre) and for the State of Iowa
(Iowa Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument), the artist in 1896
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received his most honorable commission. He won a competition for a monument for General Sherman. Incidentally, this
gave occasion for a dispute between the committee which
had chosen Rohl-Smith's design and the American sculptors
professional organization, The National Sculpture Society.
The committee had chosen the model because it was truly
representative of General Sherman. 10 The sculptors of the
society, who almost all had received a European education
and thus were schooled in classical norms of taste, turned
upon the choice asserting that "likeness" was the lesser art,
and that the true, lasting values of art were elsewhere to be
found (we are never told where).
After negotiations, the artist, however, retained the
commission and in 1897 moved to Washington, D. C., where
he worked on the monument for the next three years. Then,
during a visit to K0benhavn in the summer of 1900, RohlSmith died before he could finish the work.
After the artist's decease, his widow, Sara Rohl-Smith
(b. Heramb), took it upon herself to finish the statue so that
the conditions of the contract could be met. However, the
American sculptors refused to cooperate. They declared that
it was impossible for them to complete a work that was of an
alien spirit. 12 Sara Rohl-Smith then imported a handful of
Danish sculptors to attend to the job. The animal sculptor,
Lauritz Jensen, finished the horse; the symbols of war and
peace were modeled in K0benhavn by Stephan Sinding, a
Danish-Norwegian who because of bad health had to
authorize Carl J. Bonnesen to make adjustments in Washington; and , finally, J. F. Willumsen, one of the greatest Danish
artists of the period, who spent some time in New York
during 1900-1901, was involved for a short time but did not
get along well with the strong-willed widow. When the
statue finally was finished and was unveiled with much
pomp and circumstance on October 15, 1903, however, only
Carl Rohl-Smith received the honors. 13
How did it happen, then, that the artist was later forgotten 7 One thought is that the tastes of the art world are less
than constant. The quality of "likeness" was not exactly
appreciated in the first half of this century, and 19th century
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sculpture on the whole has been entirely out of fashion.
What happened to Rohl-Smith's works after his death is
a luminous and tragic story with great ironies and
intricacies.
Following the unveiling of the Sherman statue, Sara
Rohl-Smith returned to Denmark. She brought along the
original plaster models for most of Rohl-Smith's works.
Unfortunately, she chose the steamship Oscar II, from
Skandinavien-Amerika Linien, as the means of transportation. In the spring of 1904 it was grounded off Kristiansand
in Norway on its way to K0benhavn. As a result, 135 boxes
of plaster sculptures received a prolonged stay under water.
After the recovery and a much needed restoration the
collection was placed in a warehouse in Frihavnen.
Then began Sara Rohl-Smith's year-long quest to find
the appropriate place for the collection. Originally she had
felt that the sculptures belonged in Den Kongelige
Afst~bningssamling (The Royal Collection of Plaster Casts),
a collection consisting of casts of the greatest art works of
Europe. Apparently no interest was shown by this group.
Then she offered the collection to the city of Roskilde, the
birthplace of Rohl-Smith, on the condition that the city
donate a building to house the collection. The city declined
kindly, but firmly. Finally, in 1915, the art society in
Kolding accepted the collection. It would be used as basis for
a planned art museum at Koldinghus Castle and the society
promised to protect and cherish Sara Rohl-Smith's
"children. " 14
In the 1970s, only a few busts, plaques, and minor
statues could be found at Koldinghus. Upon investigation,
the remainder was traced to the attic of Christiansborg
Castle, home of the Danish parliament, where the collection
had been taken during World War II for safety. Apparently
no one had missed it in the meantime. Together with
numerous plaster models and casts from small provincial
museums, Rohl-Smith's statues stood there, dirty and
dismembered, a monument to the changing fashions of the
art market.
The collection at Koldinghus was, however, never
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complete. Some statues, among them the model .for the
Sherman statue, had remained with family on Sjcelland. In
1976 a number of boxes arrived in Sk0rping, close to Rebild,
where Danish Americans each year celebrate the fourth of
July. Relatives of Rohl-Smith wanted to know if the Rebild
Park Society was interested. Inquiries were made to
Thingbcek Kalkiminer, located in the same area, where
works of several artists are deposited (indeed also some by
Carl J. Bonnesen who worked on the Sherman statue), but
without luck. Also, the models were found to be in sad
condition. The iron frames which supported the plaster bore
unmistakable marks of the stay in water and were corroded
by rust. It was then decided to junk it all. Fortunately, Tage
Nielsen of Sk0rping obtained the General's sword and Finn
and Jette Nielsen save the General's torso and parts of the
horse.
This would seem to be an utterly sad story were it not
for its latest twist which might indicate that a dawning is
ahead for Carl Rohl-Smith and his colleagues who a hundred
years ago populated our town squares and parks with
sculptures now largely overlooked. During the 1980s there
has been a growing anti-modem or "post-modern" movement among artists and art histories and, parallel to this,
increasing interest in our historical past and its monuments.
The above-mentioned Kongelige Afst0bningssamling
had
since the 1960s been hidden away in a barn outside
K0benhavn - a subject of much controversy. A few years
ago the importance of this collection was finally realized and
it is now placed in a restored warehouse. As an offshoot of
that project, the attic collection at Christiansborg Castle was
also discovered and, although funds were low, a full registration was undertaken.
Perhaps because of his unique position in the borderland of Danish and American art history, Carl Rohl-Smith
will some day have the place in history which he justly
deserves.
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For lag, 1903.
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also hold a collection of sketches and studies from the hand of the
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5 Art historian Aksel Rode.

6 Morgenbladet, September 5, 1886.
7 The Courier Journal, Louisville, Kentucky, February 2, 1890.

8 Letter to Rohl-Smith from Samuel F. Clemens (Mark Twain), dated
December 31, 1886, in scrapbook in Det danske Udvandrerarkiv.

9 Louisville Commercial, February 12, 1890 .
10 Answer of the Sherman Statue Committee of The Society of the
Army of the Tennessee to the National Sculpture Society. (Cincinnati, Ohio, 1896), p. 13.

11 Ibid., p. 7.
12 Souvenir, Sherman Statue. Washington, D.C., 1903.
13 Sherman.
Society of
the United
ing Office,

A Memorial in Art, Oratory, and Literature by The
the Army of the Tennessee with the aid of the Congress of
States of America. Washington, D.C.: Government Print1904, passim.

14 Beskrivelse og Fortegnelse over Carl Rohl Smith
Kunstmuseet pa Koldinghus. (n.d.)
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Samlingen

i

Christmas Letter to My Daughter
in Denmark
by CYNTHIA NORRIS GRAAE
INTRODUCTION
Twenty years ago, when I was a
student (from the USA) at Someroille
College, Oxford, a Danish student at
Someroille invited me to her home
for Christmas. My father had visited
Denmark when he was fifteen, and
the next year was a host to a Danish
student at his home in Portland,
Maine. I'd grown up with stories
about his trip and his Danish guest,
and I gladly accepted this invitation.
■nw--L.
Recently, my fifteen year old daughter spent a school year in Denmark.
She lived with a family and studied at
a Danish-speaking school, although
she spoke almost no Danish when she
arrived there. As Christmas approached, I wrote her this
letter about my Danish Christmas. The letter makes clear
that her year in Denmark was the result of my trip two
decades before.
December 10, 1982
Jessica Graae
BagsvcErd, Denmark
~-

r

Dearest Jessi,
I loved your letter about your choir's concert in Lundtafte Kirke and your visit to Jette Forlich' s house to see her
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paper Christmas ornaments. Did you know that one of the
department stores here in Washington is decorated with her
cut-outs? You seem as busy as a Danish elf - making
presents, planning parties, and baking - which reminds me
that I promised to write you a letter about my Christmas in
Denmark.
My trip began on a cold, dark morning in December
1962. I had arranged to meet my friend, Anne Marie Prom
Olesen, at 5 a.m. to catch the train from Oxford to London.
Anne Marie and I were both studying psychology at Oxford.
Knowing that on a student's budget I couldn't return to the
United States for Christmas, she had invited me to her home
in S0llerod, Holte. From London, Anne Marie and I would
take a train to Harwich, where we would cross the North Sea
by boat to Esbjerg. I didn't have an alarm clock and had to
wake myself without one. It felt like the middle of the night.
Outside it was dark. My drab bedsitting room was just large
enough for a bed, table, and two fringed chairs. I stumbled
over my suitcase as I got out of bed in a hurry to leave. Anne
Marie told me that if I wasn't ready on time, she would go
without me. Outside it was dark. Walking with my heavy
suitcases to the railway station, I found the streets frosty and
deserted. My footsteps on the cobblestones echoed against
the old college walls. I was looking forward to my trip to
Denmark, and I was worried that if I missed the train I might
have to spend Christmas in Oxford by myself, which I did
not want to do. I would have been too lonely.
The winter was exceptionally raw. Water pipes hanging
outside English houses had frozen, burst, and thawed. Water
gushed from the leaks, and the pipes froze again. The pipes
became thirty foot icicles. I wondered why the English didn't
put the pipes inside where they would be less likely to freeze.
Later I learned that outside pipes were easier to fix when they
froze. This system was more logical than it seems, since the
houses lacked central heat and were almost as cold inside as
out. In my bedsitting room, my only heat was an "electric
fire," which was two short bars of electric coils. It gave off
about as much heat as a toaster. I was miserable. To cheer
myself up, I collected newspaper articles about the weather,
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including one about India where hungry elephants migrated
from the frozen forests to eat the peasants' roofs.
I met Anne Marie at the railway station. I tried to sleep
on the train to London, but was too excited. It was my first
Christmas away from home. I was 22, and had graduated
from Swarthmore College the May before. I had not seen or
talked to my parents, sisters or brother since early
September when I left for England, and I knew I would miss
them especially at Christmas. On the train that morning,
though , I don't suppose I was thinking about home or
Christmas. I had never been to a country that was not
English-speaking. I hoped that maybe I would learn to speak
a little Danish.
Traveling to Harwich, we shared a compartment with
other Danes and Swedes returning home for the holidays.
Eventually , we arrived at our boat, which held many cars,
even though it was very small in comparison to the ocean
liner on which I had crossed the Atlantic . We ate open-faced
sandwiches and drank Danish beer in a restaurant on the
boat. Our cabin , which we shared with six other women,
was at the bottom of the boat and had no window. We slept
in bunk beds (berths). There was barely enough room for
getting undressed . The trip across the North Sea took all
night.
The crew spoke only Danish. I thought that the
announcements over the loudspeaker sounded very official,
impersonal, and even authoritarian,
but I imagine that
anyone might feel awe with the first exposure to loud
instructions broadcast in a foreign language.
Anne Marie 's brother Hans, and her mother, Fru Prom
Olesen, met us at the train with a car , the first car I'd been in
since I arrived in England three months before. Students at
Oxford did not have cars. We walked, rode bicycles, or took
the bus everywhere in Oxford. The Prom Olesens drove us
along a highway. Unlike England, the cars were on the right
side of the street. Being with a family and traveling on that
highway reminded me of the United States. Can you understand that I missed the United States so much that a
HIGHWAY made me think of home? Of course , at the time I
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was so interested in my surroundings that I didn't realize I
was a little homesick.
Many experiences were new to me. The countryside was
covered in snow that glistened in bright sunshine, and for the
first time in my life I saw people skiing. Even in the snow,
there were bicyclists, some wearing wooden shoes. I saw
thatched roofs. I thought I was in a magic storybook land.
Hans told me that a few Danes had storks (which are
supposed to bring good luck) living in their chimneys.
Perhaps he was teasing, taking advantage of my amazement
at my surroundings. I saw bike paths for the first time and a
sign that said "no mopeds" (in Danish, of course). What, I
wondered, was a moped? It seems funny that I had never
seen or heard of a motorized bicycle. We drove past a
marmalade factory, which Anne Marie's mother owned and
managed. I think that Fru Prom Olesen was the first business
woman I'd met. Now, of course, bike paths, mopeds, and
working women are common in the United States.
It was difficult for me to tell the difference between old
and new in Denmark. In Anne Marie's house, antique
furniture was painted in blues and reds. This surprised me,
since I erroneously thought that all antique furniture had a
natural wood finish. Do you remember when, on your first
trip to Denmark two years ago, we drove to S0llerod and
saw Anne Marie's house? She lived across the street from a
very old church. It's facade was simple in comparison to the
intricate Gothic architecture in Oxford. It had such straight,
clean lines, that at first I thought it was ultra-modern.
Anne Marie's house was well insulated, cozy, and a
welcome change from England where on my student budget I
had been living with dusty, old-fashioned furnishings in a
very cold bedsitter. The Prom Olesen' s warm, comfortable
bathroom astounded me. The shower was in the middle of
the room. There was no shower curtain. The whole room
was the shower stall, making the room easy to clean. I
wonder why this idea isn't used in America.
We walked in the woods every day, and of ten to the
bakery, where we bought pastries filled with marzipan and
apple for our tea. We listened to music, especially Brahms.
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The air was crisp and cold, and when I hear Brahms
symphonies now, I always think of those long walks. Sometimes it snowed, and we went outside to "move the snow,"
Anne Marie's literal translation, I assume, for shoveling the steps and the driveway. The snow stayed on the ground
for the entire three weeks I was in Denmark, from midDecember through early January. Most days the sun shone,
and Anne Marie sat bundled up in a blanket on a lawn chair
on the snow-covered terrace to read and tan her face.
For breakfast we usually ate soft-boiled eggs from egg
cups (shaped like chickens) which I admired. You have
grown up with egg cups. But I hadn't. I had only eaten boiled
eggs scooped out of their shells and mashed in custard cups.
We also had rolls for breakfast that were served, cut in half,
in a basket. Both halves looked the same to me, and I was
embarrassed to be told, after I had taken my second one, to
put it back and take another. As you probably know by
now, the tops were the best. It turns out that I had
unwittingly taken a second top - one that belonged to
Hans. After breakfasts, I washed the dishes, and I learned to
say, "Jeg skal vaske op," which is a good phrase for a guest
to know. Fru Prom Olesen said that she wanted to practice
her English, and so I didn't learn much Danish.
Anne Marie took me to a party in Copenhagen, with
friends of hers who were young actors and students of
psychology at the University of Copenhagen. At the party
everyone talked Danish. I wanted to join in, but my Danish
words were limited to silverware, food, parts of the body,
and a Danish Christmas song, which I can still sing. When I
left the party, the host and hostess said I must have something to remember them by. They gave me a red papier
mache cow from their bookshelf (made in Mexico), one you
had in your room for many years until a leg broke off.
Anne Marie's mother took me to the Royal Copenhagen
store in Copenhagen to look at the Danish Christmas plates.
I saw china that I knew I would love to own when I had a
family. Anne Marie and I went to see the ski slope in Holte.
We climbed the Round Tower in Copenhagen. Hans took me
to Elsinore, where we rode a boat to Sweden. The sea was
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frozen solidly enough for people to drive cars from Denmark
to Sweden. Our boat had to break a channel in the ice in
order to cross. We couldn't hear ourselves talk over the loud
smashing and crashing.
My mother sent a package of cookies to Anne Marie's
family. Fru Prom Olesen was thrilled because the cookies
were wrapped in Saran Wrap, which was not commonly
available in Denmark then. She washed the wrap and used it
again and again.
As Christmas approached, we wrapped our presents. I
learned to write "gl~delig jul." (This typeweriter will not
write the a and the e together.) We cracked walnuts,
removed the meat, pasted the shells back together with a
loop of red string hanging out. We dipped the walnuts in
gold paint and hung them on the tree. We also made "hearts"
for the tree by weaving red and white paper, a tradition we
have continued at home since before you were born. The
tree, lit with real candles, was a very special sight. I had
never seen candles on a tree. (It is against the law in most
places in the United States, I think.)
On Christmas Eve we ate goose, another new experience
for me. After dinner, Anne Marie and I walked to a church
in Holte for a candlelight service. The church was full, and
while we stood outside in the snow watching the lights and
listening to the singing, I felt homesick. Later, when we
opened our Christmas presents, I tricked myself into
forgetting my sadness by remembering that in America,
where our celebration was on Christmas Day, it was not yet
Christmas. I received lots of presents from Anne Marie's
family. Could some of the presents have said, "to the little
American miss" making a joke about a word that also
sounded like mouse? Fru Prom Olesen gave me four egg cups
just like hers, which is the origin of the egg cups we use now.
The Prom Olesens had many friends and cousins who
stopped by throughout the holiday season to give us
greetings. Some older women smoked fat cigars for this
festive occasion. We had roast goose or cold goose and red
cabbage every day for about ten days - it was delicious.
On New Year's Eve we drove to the south of Sj~lland to
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visit Anne Marie's uncle. We took our eiderdowns and were
very crowded in the car. I could barely see out the window.
Anne Marie's uncle was a vicar. He had just discovered
frescos underneath the whitewashed walls of his church and
was very excited by them. The vicar had many small
children, who were delighted to try to teach me to speak
Danish and didn't mind my bad accent. We played cards and
laughed, waiting for the New Year to begin.
A few days later I went back to Oxford on the "boat
train" by myself, leaving Anne Marie time to visit her
mother alone. At about midnight on the boat a man who
was about my age and wearing a tweed jacket invited me to
join him for a drink in the bar. He had beautiful light
red / blond hair and a deep voice. I accepted.
The bar was closed, though, but we talked anyway. I
couldn't imagine where he was from because he had an
unusual accent, not English and certainly not American. He
told me that he had been born in Denmark and lived there
until he was eleven, when he emigrated with his father and
mother and brothers to the United States. He was studying
politics, philosophy, and economics at Oxford - at St.
Edmund Hall - and had spent Christmas in Denmark with
his aunts and cousins.
I told him how much I'd enjoyed my trip to Denmark,
that I hoped to return, and that I wanted to continue to learn
Danish. I thought perhaps he could teach me, since he was
fluent in the language. He laughed and told me that Danish
would be useless to me because so few people spoke it.
Later that night when I went back to my cabin, it was
very hot. The roaring, clanking engine of the boat kept me
awake. I kept thinking about the man I met and hoping that I
would see him again. The next morning when we arrived in
Harwich I found him watching automobiles being unloaded
from the boat. He told me his name was Steffen Graae. I
thought Steffen was the most beautiful name I had ever
heard. We shared a seat on the train, had lunch in London ,
and took a late train together back to Oxford. I don 't
remember feeling that Oxford was cold and lonely after that.
Jessi, dear, I hope this letter tells you how close to you
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Dad and I will feel on Christmas and how much we will miss
you. During the past three months Dad's family has become
your family. You are learning to speak Danish and you have
discovered much about the Danish side of yourself, which
will bring you closer to your father for the rest of your life.
You will find, when you return, that you can reach a part of
him that he himself can know only when he is speaking
Danish or is in Europe. It makes him deeply happy that you
can be with his family in Denmark this year. When you
come home, you will bring some of Denmark with you.
Maybe you can teach me to speak Danish - at last and someday we will all spend Christmas in Denmark
together. We could all take a trip on a boat train. And who
knows, maybe Dad will even buy me that drink.
With lots of hugs and kisses,
Mom
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Book Reviews . ...
Poplar, Iowa, and The
Danes of Yates County
Reviewed by PETER L. PETERSEN
Poplar, Iowa (compiled and edited by Margaret Christensen,
Marlene Hansen, Leona Johnson, Virginia Johnson, Irene
Ladd, Marjorie Petersen, and Nancy Sand), privately
printed, 1985, 244 pp., - $22 .50 cloth.
Chittenden, Varick A. The Danes of Yates County: The
History and Traditional Arts of an Ethnic Community in the
Finger Lakes Region of New York State (Penn Yan , New
York: The Yates County Arts Council, 1985), iv + 80 pp.,
$7.50 paper. Available from The Yates County Arts
Council, 215 Main Street, Penn Yann , NY 14527. Add $2.00
for postage.
Students of Danish-American
history frequently
observe that of all the groups which make up the colorful
ethnic mosaic of the United States, Danes were among the
most rapid to assimilate. The two books under review here,
while not directly challenging this view, suggest that even
after the passage of several generations, descendants of
Danish immigrants retain both pride and interest in their
ancestry. In fact both books grew out of recent efforts to
commemorate the Danish heritage of the two markedly
different communities.
Poplar, Iowa, was a small, crossroads village located
near the border of Shelby and Audubon Counties on the
northern edge of the largest rural settlement of Danes in the
United States. Even at its peak, shortly after the turn of the
century, Poplar was little more than a handful of houses, a
few businesses, and a church. Today only two houses - one
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of them vacant - and a cemetery remain. Although physical
evidence of Poplar's existence has almost disappeared with
the passage of time, memories of life in this Danish
community linger. Former residents and their descendants
annually gather for a picnic and in 1984 a seven-ton granite
boulder was placed near the central intersection. Flanked by
two flagpoles, one for the Stars and Stripes, the other for the
Dannebrog, the stone bears a plaque commemorating the
village and "THE DANISH IMMIGRANTS WHO MADE IT
LIVE."
Buoyed by the positive response to these initial efforts, a
committee was formed to compile and edit a history of
Poplar. The resulting book contains accounts of businesses,
schools, the local United Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church, and community events. The bulk of the work - 132
pages - is devoted to family histories. Taken as a whole,
this book fulfills the editors' stated intention that it "be a
collection of memoirs of the past and present citizens of
poplar, that the elders find pleasure reminiscing and that the
youth will gain knowledge of and a greater appreciation for
their Danish emigrant ancestors." Sales have been brisk and
despite two printings, Poplar, Iowa is already out of print.
Individuals who are interested in learning more about the
book or who wish to place their name on a list for a possible
third printing are invited to contact Marlene Hansen, Route
2, Box 148, Harlan, Iowa 51537.
Whereas Poplar was a small part of a much larger
Danish settlement, the Danes who settled in and around
Penn Yan, a community in the Finger Lakes region of northwestern New York and the seat of government for Yates
County, were far removed from other concentrations of
their countrymen. Between 1860 and 1920, approximately
200 Danish families, many of them from North Jutland,
settled in Yates County. Today it is estimated that about 10
percent (some 3,000 people) of the area population is
descended from these first families. To recognize the impact
of these immigrants upon their community, the Yates
County Arts Council organized a "Danish Heritage Celebration." The three year project culminated in 1985 with
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several events, including the publication of The Danes of
Yates County.
Author Varick A. Chittenden, a Professor of English at
the State University of New York at Canton, is a professional folklorist who relied heavily upon oral history in his
research. His attractively published book is divided into
three parts: a succinct but highly useful history of the Danish
people who came to the region; an examination of institutions which served as tradition bearers, specifically, the
family, the local UDELC congregation, and the Danish
lodges; and, finally, a discussion of Danish folk expressions
such as storytelling and speech, music and dance, foods, and
holiday celebrations. Chittenden has a fine ear and includes
some delightful accounts of life among Penn Yan Danes.
Some immigrants, for example, were known to have a
certain affection for a potent Danish drink known as "snaps"
(akvavit). Once, one of the author's narrators recalls:
There was a man, he came in around dinner (noon)
time., and he says, "By Golly, I didn't get my snaps
this morning." There was a little boy, three, four
years old. "Oh-h-h-h, yeah," he says, "You had it
all right." "How did you know?" the man says.
'Well," the boy says, "I heard you standing in
behind the door out in the pantry," he says. And
you said, "Ah-h-h-h-h!"
Obviously, these books will be of interest primarily to
readers who have direct connections with Poplar or Penn
Yan. Nevertheless, a careful perusal of both will uncover
some gems of social history. A good example is the widespread use in both communities of nicknames to distinguish
between those who shared common Danish names. Thus a
reader might encounter people called "Fat Hans," "Rump
Christian," "Goldtooth Jens," or "Marius Pool Hall." Both
books are profusely illustrated and the marvelous photographs are by themselves worth the price of purchase.
Thanks to all the people involved in these two projects,
portions of the Danish heritage of Poplar, Iowa, and Penn
Yan, New York, have been preserved and the history of
Danes in America enriched.
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1886: A Danish-American Family Saga
Reviewed by GERALD RASMUSSEN
by David L. Hendee. Published by Prairie Wind Books,
which was established to gather and publish the story of
Danish immigrants Julius and Sophie Nielsen for the
centennial reunion of their descendants at Potter, Nebraska
in July , 1986. Privately published by the author, 10006 N.
64th St. , Omaha , NE 68132. 250 pages , hardcover$35.00 .
1886 tells of the settlement of the Huge Plains southwest
of Potter, Nebraska, by Danish immigrants, especially the
family of Julius and Sophie Nielsen, the first Danes to settle
in that area, which came to be known as Little Denmark.
The story outlines conditions in Denmark in the 1880s,
follows the Nielsens to America, and then goes on to detail
the homesteading and "Kincaid" years. It concludes with a
description of the virtual disappearance of the Danish
community and then chronicles information about the
descendants of the Nielsen family.
Most family histories are just that, and only that. 1886:
A Danish-American Family Saga is a family history all right,
but it is much more than that. In addition it is a superbly
researched and written history about the assimilation
process of immigrants to the United States. 1886 includes
enough background to place the life stories meaningfully
within the context of the times. Finally the book contains
primary source material useful for the historian to use in
writing more general secondary and interpretive works.
Every book should be reviewed and measured against
the author's interest in writing it. David Hendee's interest is
clearly expressed in the preface where he writes that "it is not
a scholarly study." He emphasizes that 1886 is a family
study. He also implies that the underlying theme is the
process of assimilation of the immigrants and the disappearance of the ethnic society into the main stream of American
life. Hendee achieved both his objectives. As stated
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previously, he does more. He has skillfully used a variety of
primary sources and woven them expertly into a cohesive
text.
There is a depth to 1886 not usually found in family
histories. Hendee traces events back to causes. He examines
causes for decisions made by family members and
consistently searches for reasons for what is happening as the
lives are revealed by the narrative. And he does not miss the
human drama of the settlement phase, nor of the gradual
disintegration of Little Denmark in Potter, Nebraska.
The author, David L. Hendee, is a great grandson of
Danish immigrants Julius and Sophie Nielsen and Andrew
and Elsie Andersen. He is a graduate of Midland Lutheran
College and is presently Nebraska editor of The Omaha
World-Herald. 1886 must have been a treasure to present to
the family reunion that motivated it, in 1986. It is well worth
including in any library (public or personal) seriously
interested in immigrant history. It is a model for others who
are interested in researching and writing family history.

Danish Immigrant Homes:
Glimpses from Southwestern Minnesota
Catalogue
Reviewed by KAREN MADSEN MCCOMSEY
by Signe T. Nielsen Betsinger, Guest Curator and Exhibition
Designer. Printed by the Goldstein Gallery, Department of
Design, Housing and Apparel, College of Home Economics,
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Copies of the
catalogue can be obtained by writing to the Goldstein
Gallery and sending a donation of $5. 00 or more to cover
printing and mailing.
This stunning exhibition of Danish immigrant homes
opened in the Goldstein Gallery on the University of Minnesota's St. Paul campus March 9-April 6, 1986 and was shown
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again at the Danebod Centennial in Tyler, Minnesota, July
11-13, 1986. In reassembling the exhibition for the celebration in Tyler, Dr. Signe T. Nielsen Betsinger, guest
curator and exhibition designer, paid tribute , to the
community on which she had focused her efforts to
document the exteriors and interiors of Danish immigrant
homes during the past six years. It was in Tyler that I had an
opportunity to see the exhibit.
"Danish
Immigant
Homes:
Glimpses
from
Southwestern Minnesota" is in many ways a sequel to
Betsinger' s doctoral study of the late 1960s, in which she
studied a Danish community in southwestern Iowa. By interviewing elderly residents, analyzing old photographs,
pouring over newspapers from the late 1800s and early
1900s, and photographing existing furnishings, she studied
the homes of the early immigrants and noted the transfer of
material culture that had continued well beyond the midtwentieth century.
The exhibition was a series of vignettes integrating
photographs of the houses and including some of the artifacts that were used in them. Soft grey and traditional
Danish red and white colors provided a smart and pleasing
background for the glimpses Betsinger provided viewers.
The groupings were by families, and one sensed a Danish
design heritage reflected throughout the exhibition in
depicting what was important to the immigrants in preserving material culture. The objects for the exhibit documented
what the Danish immigrants had in their homes, either by
choice or out of necessity, and illustrated their ingenuity in
building and furnishing homes in what was then a seeming
desolate area.
In conjunction with the exhibit, Betsinger prepared this
handsome catalogue, complete with photographs, which
provides details about the exhibit. The text describes the
development of Danebod, a Danish colony located in
Lincoln County, Minnesota, and gives the reader a glimpse
into the history of the families as well as the design and
contents of more than 24 Danish immigrant homes in the
Tyler area, e.g., photo of a writing desk from the Andrew
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and Anna Jensen home - a sample of the many striking
photos in the catalog. When, during their preparations to
move from Iowa to Minnesota in 1912, the Jensens
discovered that a bed they owned was not sturdy enough to
transport by rail, Andrew Jensen, a cabinetmaker from
Aalborg, Jylland, made it into a writing desk.
Dr. Betsinger, Assistant Director of the Agricultural
Experiment Station at the University of Minnesota, is a
prominent force in efforts to establish the Danish Immigrant
Museum in Elk Horn, Iowa. As soon as a building becomes a
reality for this project, it is hoped an effort will be made to
reassemble this exhibit for a permanent display at the
museum. In the meantime, Betsinger' s catalogue offers a
delightful and excellent review of the exhibit.
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Winter's Child
Reviewed by EVA NIELSEN
by Dea Trier M0rch. Originally published as Vinterb0rn,
1976. Translated from the Danish by Joan Tate. Published
by the University of Nebraska Press, 901 North 17th St.,
Lincoln, NE 68588-0520. 1986. 271 pps. - $19. 95.
"What an utterly woman's world," Dea Trier M0rch
interjects at regular intervals in her novel set in a maternity
ward for difficult cases in Rigshospitalet in Copenhagen.
From Monday, December 16 through Monday, January 13
of a year in the mid-1970s the lives of Marie, Gertrude,
Olivia, Linda, Karen, Margrethe, Veronica, and others
briefly touch in this setting as they await the births of their
babies.
They are children born too early, and children with
a fault somewhere, children with visible or invisible
inborn defects, children for whom some complication has arisen during or after their actual birth.
One of them has meningitis and a far too pale pink
skin. Another has faulty heart valves and is apt to
turn the color of bilberries. One has a broken arm
from a complicated Caesarian birth. And there .. .
a drug addict on a cure ... There they lie ... .
Winter's Children . . .. in their mechanical wombs
of glass and steel, condemned to survive ...
For the mothers of these children, childbirth looms as
full of risks and dangers. Their private thoughts, fears and
anxieties for their newborn, for themselves and their
families, form the main web of the story as it proceeds
through those winter days. The women are individually
characterized by what they are reading, or not reading. Only
knitting fills the long hours for some of them. Linda reads
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romances. Marie, the main protagonist,
unmarried, a
nursery school teacher, active in her union, tries to keep her
mind trained on ABC OF POLITICAL SCIENCE while
fearing that the increase in her fetal fluid could possibly
inhibit development of the placenta, as the doctor had said it
might. A night nurse tries to assure her that even in this
department 97 % of the births are normal.
The sights, sounds and smells peculiar to a hospital
maternity ward are carefully, honestly, almost clinically
noted. Here is the raw stuff of life. Against this backdrop the
individual stories are skillfully and sympathetically told, in
both their comical and tragic dimensions. Through their
interactions with their doctors and midwives and with each
other the women in the ward reveal their vulnerability but
also their solidarity as women in this most universal of their
experiences. It is an utterly woman's world!
Dea Trier M0rch, a graduate of the Royal Academy of
Art in Copenhagen, is the author of five other novels and
books about Poland and the Soviet Union. She is the mother
of three children. Winter's Child was an immediate best
seller when it was published in Denmark in 1976 and has
been translated into fifteen languages. Joan Tate, a freelance
writer from Shrewsbury, England is responsible for the
English version. The original block prints featured in the
book are the work of the author, a noted Danish artist as
well.
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Goals and Objectives of the
DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY:

To promote an interest in Danish American contributions
American life.

to

To encourage research in the life and culture of Danish Americans.
To serve as an agency for the publication of studies of Danish
American contributions to American life.
To provide a means of communication and education
individuals interested in the activities of Danish Americans.
To encourage the
records pertaining
lending support to
Danish Immigrant
Museum.

for

evaluation, preservation and display of the
to the life and culture of Danish Americans,
the Danish Immigrant Archives, including the
Archival Listing, and the Danish Immigrant

To support the related activities of other Danish American
associations and organizations.
To encourage and assist with conferences, meetings and endeavors
to stimulate interest in Danish culture, heritage and language.

